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PERFORMANCE OF NONCOHERENT 

FREQUENCY HOP/PSEUDONOISE 

* SPREAD SPgCTRUM 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The signal design of a spread spectrum system requires tradeoffs 

between the possible types of antijam modulation, multiple access ' 

modulation, data modulation, and error-correction coding. Table 1 

presents the choices for each portion of the signal design. 

While a large number of designs may be generated by taking various 

combinations, only a few designs are applicable to the given System 

objectives shown in Table 2. To determine the best signal design 

to meet these system objectives, Section 2 presents a general com- 

parison of the signal design choices to illustrate under what 

conditions a given signal design is optimum. Finally, Section 3 

presents a system design of the optimized signal. 



Table 1. Spread Spectrum Signal Design Options 

P
• 	Multiple 

Antijam/Covert 	Access 	Data 

Modulation 	Modulation 	Modulation 	Error CorreCting Coding 

Frequency Hopping  (VU) 	FDMA • 	PSK 	Block 

Time Hopping (TH) 	TDMA 	DPSK 	Convolutional 
Binary Feedback Decoding 

Pseudonoise (PN) 	DS 	COMA 	DQPSK 	Viterbi 	Decoding 
Binary 

Hybrids 	 WBFH 	MCSK 	Dual-3 	 q 

M-ary 

FH/PN 

FH/TH 	, 	 NBFH 	MTSK 	 • 

• 'FH/TH/PN 

Table 2. Summary of System Objectives 

IF FREQUENCY 	 70 MHz 

SPREAD FECTRUM BANDWIDTH 	20 MHz 

HOP RATE 	, 	 1000, 100, 50, 10 AND 5 HÉ 

PN CHIP RATE  • • 	 25 kHz 

DATA RATES 	• • 	 45.45, 50, 75, 110, 150, 300, 1200 AND 

2400 bps 

ERROR CORRECTION CODING 	NO LESS THAN RATE 1/2 

ACQUISITION TIME  • 	 15 sec AT S/J o  = 30 dB-Hz 

I. 
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2.0 SIGNAL DESIGN COMPARISONS 

Antijam protection is achieved by signalling over a much larger band-

width than required by the data rate. Frequency hopping can achieve 

very large antijam processing gain by hopping pseudorandomly over a ' 

very large bandwidth. Because the jammer does not have knowledge of 

which frequency is being used for the signal at any one time, the 

jammer must jam a large portion of the total bandwidth to ensure a 

reasonable probability of jamming the signal. Thus, frequency hopping 

, achieves antijam processing gain by jamming avoidance. The synchroni-

zation for frequency hopping is a function of hop rate and not the ,,  

total bandwidth over which the signal is hopped. Therefore, slow hop-

ping requires modest hardware complexity and very modest synchroniza-

tion accuracies. However, very slow frequency hopping is susceptible 

to  a frequency tracking jammer that intercepts the transmission, per-

forms a fast-frequency search over the total potential bandwidth, and 

jams a narrowband region around the intercept frequency. 

TiMe hopping -  can achieve antijam processing by utilizing peak power 

over a Short time slot which is,pseudorandoMly chosen from the average 

time between."transmission equal to the inverse of the dtity cycle. If 

the ratio of peak7to-average power is equal to the inverse of the duty 

cycle, then the antijam processing gain is equal  to  the  number of time 

siets  as the  frequency hoPping Processing gain is ecnial to . the i nùmber' 

of frequency sletS: It-should he notéethat :since  the  number bf:tiMe 

slots iS just equal to the peak-to-average - power - ratio, it is  the  peak 

power capabilitY that provides antijam protection. For large antijam 

processing gains, large peak power is required which is not applicable 

for satellite transmission. 

2.1 Direct Sequency Pseudonoise Modulation  

Pseudonoise provides antijam protection by averaging the jamming over 

its bandwidth. Pseudonoise is particularly effective against tone 

jamming since, after correlation-at the receiver, the tone is converted 

to wideband noise which is essentially flat over the PN bandwidth Rc  

where R
c 

is the PN clock rate. After correlation at the receiver, the 



signal bandwidth is reduced to a bandwidth R b  where R b  is the bit rate 

with a BPF around the despread signal bandwidth. The noise power at 

theooutput of the BPF is approxima%ely NR b/Rc , where N is the jammer 

power within the PN bandwidth. Thus, the noise power has been reduced 

by the factor Rb /R
c' 
 which is the antijam processing gain. For extremely 

wideband interferece with noise power spectral density, No , the noise 

power within the PN bandwidth is N 	NoRb . Therefore, the input noise 

power at the BPF after PN correlation is NoRb . Thus, PN has no proces-

sing gain in a white noise environment. 

1 

I. 

1 

I .  

I. 

Direct sequence PN spreading in conjunction with PSK data modulation is 

the most common spread spectrum system. The basic modulation is shown 

in Figure I wherein the modulo-2 addition of the PN code and the data 

btphase modulate an RF carrier. The transmitted signal has a ((sin x)/x) 2  

spectral shape with the first nulls spaced 2/TcHz apart, where Tc  is the 

PN chip width. 

The receiver for this system must acquire and track the PN code before 

carrier tracking and data demodulation take place. Referring to the 

receiver shoWn in Figure 1, a passive correlator is used to acquire the 

PN code to within.a chip time and then an active correlator or a code 

tracking loop refines the delay estimate. The passive correlator.is 

implemented with a tapped delay line matched filter with taps correspond-

ing to the PN code  over  the initial time uncertainty. A matched filter 

can be implemented with either analog or digital devices as discussed 

in Appendix A. The disadvantage of matched filter acquisition is the 

relatively large complexity required for large antijam processing gain. 

• Alternately, active correlation requires a search of the initial time 

uncertainty. For example, consider a simple serial synchronizer which 

. tests each possible PN chip in the total initial time uncertainty to 

! determine where the neceived PN signal align with the replica PN code 

in the receiver. Let the time to test each PN chip be denoted by 

T
s 

and let T = 1/R  be the duration of a PN chip. Figures 2 and 3 

present
1 the ratio of T

s
/T multiplied by the expected signal-to-jamming 
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ratio (S/J) versus the probability of false dismissal P fd  and proba-

bility of false alarm P fa . For example, let P
fa 
 = 10 °6  and the proba-

bilip of detection P d  = 1-P fd  - 0.9. Using noncoherent detection 

shown.in Figure 3. 

TsS 
(--f--) (-0- ) = 15 dB (31.62) 	(1) 

T
s 
= 31.62 (J/S) T 	 (2), 

The total acquisition time TA  is equal to the'number of chips in the 

initial time uncertainty T multiplied by the time to test each PN , 

• chip; thus, 

Figure 2. 	Coherent Detection of Synchronization 

1. G.F. Sage, "Serial Synchronization of Pseudonotse Systems," IEEE  
Transactions on Communication Technology,  December 1964, pp.123-127 

or or 
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(3)  

(4) 

= P
D1 

PD2 = 0.9 

P 	P 	10-6  
fal fa2 =  

p
fa 

T = 	T 
A 	T s 

But,°  from Equation (2) 

' AT 
= 	31.62 (J/S) T 

. 31.62 AT (J/S) 

From Equation (4) 9  it is seen that the total acquisition time is only 

dependent on the received (J/S) ratio and the initial time uncertainty. 

The PN code rate cancels since more processing gain, obtained as shown 

in Equation (1) 9  results in more PN chips in a fixed time uncertainty. 

The acquisition time can be improved by using an optimized two-step 

se'reial synchronizer.  In  this case, the first step is a fast search 

with high false alarm probability and the Second step is a slow search 

that tests the possible sync positions determined . by the first step. 

The preabilities of detection are Pm  and PD2  in the first and second 

step, respectively, and the probabilities of false alarm are P
fal 

and 

P
fa2' 

Then, 

The average time to test a PN chip is 

= Tsl 	Pfal Ts2 = T (J/S) [N1 	Pfal N2] Ts  

where T sl 
and T

52 
are times to test a PN chip in the first and.second 

step, respectively. The values of N 1  and N 2  are obtained from Figure 

3 as was done in the previous example. To minimize T , the quantity 

in brackets in Equation (6) must be minimized. For the requirements 

given by Equation (5), the probabilities that minimize Ts 
are 

(6 ) 



(8)  

(9)  

9 

P D1 = 0.92PD2 = 0.98 

(7) 

Pfal = 10 -1 Pfa2 . 10-5  . 

For these probabilities 

T s = 11.75 T (J/S) 

or the initial acquisition time is 

A = 11.75 AT (J/S) 

The optimized two-step synchronizer improved the acquisition time by a factor 

of 2.7.. Additonal improvements can be made on the serial search by using 

more steps or by using sequential detection, which is es'sentially an infinite 

number of steps. Significant improvements beyond the optimized two-step 

synchronizer are not obtained under typical requirements using these serial 

methods. Multiple correlators could be used to divide the initial time 

search among them, but the resulting synchronization time is decreased by 

the number of correlators while receiver complexity increases at the same 

rate. 

Therefore, PN antijam modulation is limited to processing gain by its inher-, 

ent long acquisition time fol.- large initial time uncertainties. Also, for 

PN to obtain processing gain, phase characteristics of the medium must be 

linear. For propagation through a uniform ionosphere, the phase shift can 

be written as
1 

r3 ..,v (.2„0„.2 )  

where 

7- 	 (10) 

2 

	

2 _ 	_ 324n2N w 	- 
p 	Eom 

(11) 

1. H. Staras, 	The Propagation of Wideband Signals Through the Ionosphere," 
IRE Proceedings,  Volume 49, July, 1961, p.1211. 



(13)  

(14)  

(15) 

10 

and 

c . velocity of light in free space (M/sec) 

,w = 2nf, radian frequency (rad/sec) 

N = free electron density (number/m 3 

 q . electron charge (coulombs) 

c . dielectric constant of free space 0 

For propagation through a distance r, the total phase shift is 0 = r.  

To determine the phase distortion, e can be expanded in a power serles 

about the center frequency wc  as follows. p, 

de 	.2 d 2e 0 = er =r e (w c ) + (w-w) 	+ 1/2 (w-w,) ---5 	+ 	v 
wc 	'dtwc 	(12) 

•2 	2 
r , 21/2 	wc (w-wc 	p 	c ) 	w 	(w-w ) = 	fiw - . w 	+ 	 + c 	c 	p 	(m  2_m  2 ) 1/2 	9(m 

 2 
 

C 	p 	" c p 	, 

The  first term of the expansion is a fixed carrier phase shift which 

does not affect the  correlation amplitude. The second term represents 

a fixed delay which the receiver tracks. The third term is the first 

actual distortion term; thus, 

2, rw uo-w c 	)
2 	2, rw 	v,i-w ' 

0 (w-w ) ,.., - —P- 	
r e 	p 	c 

I' 	 • d 	c 	,-, 	2 	2 ,. 	\3/2 	3.. • cc. vo -w j 	2cw 

	

C 	p 

For notation convenience, let 

w 	-w 
0 =   

and 

rw 2  
D 	P 

2cwc 3  

To determine the antijam loss due to the phase distortion, consider 

that the transmitted PN spectrum is ideal rectangular bandpass 

filtered to bandwidth 2B. Then, the ionosphere dietorts the phase. 
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11 

The correlation output can be found by multiplying the filter charac- 

teristic times the filter response and then taking the Fourier trans- 

Thus, the peak correlation R(0) is given by 

	

1 T 

	HB rsin(woTc/21 2.  40_ 
R(0) = ----ç. 	S 	e0 dwo 

	

2r1. 	_us
[ 	w0T/2 

form. 

(16) 

where Tc 
is the PN chip duration. Equation (16) is numerically evalu-

ated (step size diu . 2u/1001) in Figure 4 for correlation loss (anti-

jam losq Note that the loss can increase as the bandwidth becomes 

wider due to phase cancellation when the distortion is present. The 

normalization in Figure 4 is the phase distortion at the first null. 

That is, 

od (211/Tc ) = 4fl 2 D/T 	= Phase Distortion at first 
Null in Radians 	. 

(17) 
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The antijam loss can be seen in Figure 4 to become significant when 

the phase distortion becomes greater than one radian. Therefore, 

the maximum  allowed distortion for a PN system might be set at 2 

radians. Then, 
2 

ni) 

(w ) = 2 - 	( 21
2 

d' 0 	2 r 
2cw 	c 

or the maximum allowed chip rate Rc  = 1/Tc  is 

3 

(19) Rc  <N/ 2c fc 2 Hr f
p 

1 
It may be noted that a worst case value of Nr is roughly 2 x 10

18 

electrons/m
2

. Assuming r = 10
5 
 m for this worst case, then N = 213  

electrons/m
3 

and from equation (11),  f  40 MHz. For UHF at f = 

300 MHz, the maximum allowable PN chip rate is 5.6 MHz. 

The antijam performance of PN/PSK spread spectrum modulation can be 

compared for various parameters by computing the performance measure 

Performance Measure G = ( e)a)(_10 = ( E b ,,,o ) 
eff 

W = Spread Spectrum Bandwidth 

R
c 

= Channel Data Rate (Coded Bits/Sec) 

R = Code Rate (1, 1/2) 

S = Signal Power 

J = Jammer Power 

J/S = 	L 
R
c
/ GR 

The code rate R included in the performance measure corresponds to 

error correction coding. Error correction coding provides a powerful 

technique to improve the capability of data modulation to withstand 

jamming. 	The performance improvement using a number of different 

coding techniques is shown in Figure 5. For a given channel bit 

error probability, the decoded bit error probability can be determined. 

1. Hughes Aircraft Company, "System G21B-Satellite System for Precise 
Navigation," Final Report (Part 2) SAMS° TR69-4, January 1969, 
Appendix III. 

(18) 

(20) 
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1: 

For example, with the rate 1/2 convolutional code with binary feedback 

decoding, to achieve a decoded bit error probability of 10-3 , the 

channel bit error probability%need only be 0.0266. 

To see how much error correction coding improves the antijam performance, 

assume that PN/PSK modulation is used against the worst case jammer. 

The worst case jammer against PN/PSK modulation is a tone at the carrier 

frequency that is pulsed with duty cycle a. It is assumed that the 

jammer chooses the duty Cycle to maximize the probability of error for 

the communication system. It is also assumed that a jammer with average 

power J can pulse with duty cycle a and achieve a peak power of dia.  

Appendix B derives the performance of this jammer against PN/PSK modula- 

tion. The antijam performance in terms of the performance measure is 

giVen in Table 3. For a CW tone (i.e., 100 percent duty cycle), the 

simple binary feedback decoder only improves the performance by 1.1 dB 

at Pb = 10
-3 

and 2 dB at P b = 10
-5 . However, for the worst case duty 

cycle, the error correction coding improves the performance by 11.3 dB 

at P b  - 10
-3 

and 26.3 dB at P b = 10
-5 . 

2.2 Frequency Ho0 Modulation  

Frequency hop spreading of the message signal Is by transmitting each 

bit on a different carrier (usually by binary FSK) selected from a wide 

range of frequencies. The selection process is controlled by a PN 

sequence as shown in the FH modulator in Figure • 6. There are 2 1  fre-

quency slots and, for each successive message bit, two slots  are 

 selected to denote "1" and "0". Note that, for the communication to be 

more secure, the 2 n  slots are derived from a PN sequence with period 

. much greater than 2 n-1  by using a long shift register. In the EH  

receiver shown in Figure 6, the signal is dehopped with a replica 

sequence. As in the direct sequence PN case, acquisition and tracking 

of the'PN switched signal must be accomplished before the data can be 

retrieved. Since the bit time is much wider than the reciprocal of the 

total bandwidth, an EH  system is more easily acquired than a PN system. 

The data modulations considered for FH and FH/PN antijam modt:Ilation 
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I .  

are multiple-frequency-shift-keYing (MFSK), multiple-code-shift-

keying (MCSK), binary differential phase-shift-keying (DPSK), and ' 

differential quadriphase-shift-keyi,ng (DQPSK). It should be noted 

that MFSK and MCSK.give equivalent performance if FH/PN is used for 

antijam modulation. 

It is important to note that only noncoherent frequency hopping is 

being considered since large hopping bandwidths make it impractical 

to maintain phase coherence across the total bandwidth. Therefore, 

each hop has an independent phase but the phase is constant over the 

hop. Constant phase is required for MFSK, MCSK, DPSK, and DQPSK. 

For DPSK and DQPSK, the hop rate must be slower than the bit rate 

since one symbol per hop must be used for phase reference. Alter-

nately, a hop rate faster than the bit rate (or symbol rate) is 

possible with MFSK or MCSK. If several hops must be combined to 

make to make up a MFSK (MCSK) symbol, then a noncoherent combining 

loss must be included for this fast frequency hopping (FFH) modula-

dim. The potential antijam/data modulation techniques available 

are: 

FH/MFSK. 	FH-PN/MFSK (MCSK) 

FFH/MFSK 	FFH-PN/MFSK (MCSK) 

FH/DPSK 	FH-PN/DPSK 

FH/DQPSK 	• 	FH-PN/DQPSK 

Partial band noise jamming and partial band multitone jamming are 

considered as possible jamming types against the potential antijam/ 

data modulation techniques. 

For partial band noise, the total jammer power J is assumed spread 

evenly over a fraction Pj  of. the  spread band W. For Bj  equal to the 

jammer bandwidth, this implies that the fraction of band jammed is 

(as shown in Figure 7) Pj  = Bj /W, and the spectral height of the 

jammer density is Nj  = J/Bj  = J/WPj . 

For partial band multitone, the tdtal jammer power J is evenly divided 
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among q jammer tones. For jamming against differential phase .-shift-

keying (DPSK), the jammer is assumed to place tones at the centers 

of the DPSK tone slots.  The  slot widths for DPSK have bandwidth 

R
c 

= 1/T (T = symbol duration) and the number of available jamming 

slots is W/Rc . 

This implies that the fraction band jammed is Po = ec/W. For jamming 

against MFSK signals, the jammer has the further option of varying.the 

number of jammer tones within the group of M possible MFSK signàfs. 

Assuming the jammer places n tones per group of M and that the spacing 

between adjacent MFSK tohes is Rc  = 1/T (T = tone duration), the 

jammed fraction of the band becomes Pj  = Mec/nW. 

The demodulation techniques must be specified to determine the antijam 

performance. The particular demodulation techniques assumed are not 

intended to reflect Wtimum demodulators, but rather realistic mechani-

zations. When degradation is expected, due to the demodulation technique, 

these effects are included in the analysis (e.g., quantization if DPSK). 

Figure 8 illustrates the demodulator which has been assumed for the MFSK 

signal forma t . The received signal is assumed to be perfectly dehopPed 

and filtered to the PN bandwidth when FH/PN is used. PN despreading 

accomplished, and - the resulting baseband signal is filtered at the band-

width of the Wary signal immediately filtereâ at this bandwidth. The 

baseband M-ary 'spectruvis then bandpass-iimited to provide gain control, 

and the output is envelope detected bY a bank of filters matched to the 

M modulation frequencies. 

• At the output of the envelope detectors, three demodulator strate- 	. 

gies may be employed for slow frequency hopping. A hard decision may be' 

output, corresponding to the largest envelope; soft decisions may be output, 

cOrresPonding to the amplitudes of each detector;: or list of L  décisions, 

 corresponding to the filters.having the - L largest - responses in.descending 

order (rank statistics). 

For fast frequency hopping, the output of the envels)pe detectors is peak 
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clipped and quantized (A/D converted). Let the hop rate be N 

faster than the duration of the MFSK signal tone, then the output of 

the envelope detectors is summed over the N hops. The three demodu-

lator strategies employed for slow frequency hopping can be applied to 

the resulting sum of the envelope detectors over the N hops. 

The functional demodulation implementation of MCSK is presented in 

Figure 2. The actual implementation may be a single channel time-shared 

over the M outputs. The received signal is assumed to be perfectly 

dehopped and filtered to the PN bandwidth. The PN despreading for each 

of the M signals is assumed to be in perfect synchronization. Each 

channel is filtered and banepass limited to provide gain control. The 

output of each channel is the envelope-detected despread signal. The 

output of the envelope detectors may be processed by the same three 

demodulation strategies as with MFSK. In fact, the performance of MCSK 

is identical to MFSK with partial band noise interference for each of 

the demodulation strategies. 

The DPSK demodulation strategy includes quantizing the phase angle in 

order to digitally compute the difference between successive symbols. 

Figure 10 illustrates the DPK demodulation technique. The received 

signal is frequency dehopped and PN despread. The resulting signal is 

bandpass-limited and mixed with I and Q signals from a local oscillator. 
Note that the local I and Q signals are noncoherent with the received 

signal. Therefore, there is an unknown phase angle (I) between the 

received signal and the reference signal. The phase angle cp is found 

in a quantized form from the six angle test statistics SGN (I sin y i - 

. Q cos y i ) for y i  = y i  y 2 ,...,y 6  shown in Figure 10. Since the argument 

oftheSGNrepresentssin(R-y.), for the received angle R, the total 

statistic determines whether the received angle R lies above or below 	. 
the line at angle y i . Thus, from the six numbers, a unique segment con-

taining R may be determined. 

The choice of 12 segments arises from a symmetry requirement for hard 

demodulated DQPSK. Given that the true signals lie in segments 3,6,9,12, 



(Ec/No)eff = 
((21) 

2 .3 

the demodulator maps differentially decoded segments 2,3,4 back to a 

demodulated 3;. 5,6,7 to 6; 8,9,10 to 9; and 11,12,1 to 12. In order to 

ensure this type of symmetry, the total number of segments must be an 

odd multiple of 4. Thus, the candidates are 4,12,20,28,etc. The 

number of segments chosen is 12 as a compromise between quantization 

error in the differential decoding and the cost of mechanization. 

For each modulation candidate, analysis has been performed to determine 

the output bit error rate as a function of the interference paramétèrs
1 

 [2]. These analytical formulations were then optimized to determine 

the worst case interference'for each modulation candidate. The results 

are a family of curves of worst case output bit error versus the effec-

tive signal-to-interference ratio, effective Ec /N 0'  where ' 

The resulting family of curves is given in Figure 11. The MFSK perfor-

mance shown in Figure 1 1 .  is for 8-ary FSK with  slow frequency hopping 

assumed. For reference, the performance of 8-ary FSK, DPSK, and DQPSK 

in thermal nOise is also presented. It may be observed. in Figure 11 

that', for slow frequency hopping, DQPSK is the best  data modulation  

against the Worst case tone jammer. For 'slow FH-PN,..the best data. màdu-

lation choice is DPSK against the worst case partial band noise  or tone 

jamming, which gives about 1.5 dB better performance than FH/DQPSK 

against worst case tone jamming. The analyticàl expressions for calcu-

lating performance are ummarized.in Table 4. 

. The performance of MFSK and MCSK can be improved by fast frequency 

hopping (i.e., more than one hop per M-ary symbol)
2  . Fast frequency 

1. S.W. Houston, "Tone and Moise Jamming Performance of Spread Spectrum. 
M-ary FSK and 2,4-ary DPSK Waveforms," Proceedings of,the'IEEE National  
Aerospace and Electronics Conference,  Dayton, Ohio,  June  1 0-12,1975, 
pp. 51-58 

2. A.J. Viterbi and I.M Jacobs, "Advances in Coding and Modulation for 
Noncoherent Channels Affected by Fading Partial Band and Multiple 
Access Interference,"'Advances in Communication Systems,  Vol 4, New  
York: Academic Press, 1975, pp. 279-308. 
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hopping is not applicable to DPSK or DQPSK because a reference . symbol 

is required each hop to resolve carried phase. A summary of the per-

formance of 8-ary MFSK against partial band tone and noise interference 

is illustrated in Figure 12. Depending on the desired bit error proba-

bility, there is an optimum choice of N (the number of hops per 8-ary 

symbol). With partial band noise interference, the optimum value of 

N is shown for each bit error probability. Note that the composite 

curve for noise interference is made up of straight line segments. If 

the value of N was held constant, then the straight line characteeiStic 

results. At (Ec /N0 ) eff = 7.8 dB, the bit error probabilities of Na. 4 

and N = 5 are equal; but for larger values of (E c/No ) eff , N = 5 results 

in lower bit error probability. This type of result occurs at various 

values of (Ec  /N0 ) eff  where the optimum value of N changes for partial 

held noise interference. In general, the optimum value of N for large 

(Ec/N0 ) eff with partial band noise interference is 

for any value of M-ary MFSK (MCSK), 

For partial band tone interference, the performance of fast frequency 

hopping is not as well behaved as for partial band noise. The best 

performance for partial band tone interference is for N 	4, except 

at very large values of.(E c/No ) eff . Here again, there is an optimum 

choice of N at any value of (Ec/No ) eff . Note, , however, that even 

values of N perform better than odd values for partial band tone 

interference. 

To illustrate the best choice of N for a pure fast frequency hopping 

modulation with 8-ary MFSK data modulation, assume that the required 

channeV bit error probability is Pcb  = 10 -2 . Table 5 presents the 

required (E c/No ) eff  to obtain Pcb  = 10 -2  for various values of N against 

-partial band tone and noise interference. While N = 4 is the best 

choice for partial band tone interference, the best choice for partial 

band noise interference is  N=  5. However, to minimize the eequired 

(Ec/N0 ) eff for the worst case jammer, it may be seen in Table 5 that 

the best choice is N = 4. 
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Table . 4. 	Hard Decision - Analytical Performance  for  Slow Frequency Hoppin 

	

— 	 BIT ERROR PROBABILITY PB  (X) 

CHANNEL 	 JAMMING 

	

SIGNAL 	 SIGNAL 	 X = (E c/No )Eff = (W/R c) (s/.» 

FREQUENCY HOPPED 	MULTITONE WITH R c/3 TONE SPACING 	 P
B

IX)  = 4/7 (1 - 1/3X) PI - (1 - 1/3X)
7

) 	0 

 8 ARY MFSK 
MULTITONE WITH  3/3R  TONE SPACING 	 P

3
(X) = 4/3X; X -:-. 8/3 

(WORST CASE) 
P 3 (X) = 1/2; X 	8/3 

PARTIAL BAND NOISE 	
. 	

P 3 (X) = 0.1954/X; X ...?. 0.9273 

P B (X) = P F 18. X); X f: 0.9273 

FFIEQUENCY HOPPED 	MULTITONE WITH 1/T
9 
 SPACING OR PARTIAL 	i 	P3(X) = 0.19541X; X .0.9273; 8/3 R cT p«. 1 

PN/8-ARY MFSK 	 BAND NOISE 
P B (X) = P F 18, X); X 	0.9273 	. 

FREQUENCY HOPPED 	MULTITONE WITH 1/Tp  SPACING OR PARTIAL 	' 	P(X) = 1/ex = 0.3679iX; X? .. 2; 2FI cT p .:..• 1 

PN12-ARY CSK 	 BAND NOISE 	
-n/2 ; 

FREQUENCY HOPPED 	MULTITONE WITH kRe  TONE SPACING 
DPSK 	 (WORST CASE) 	

P B (X) = k/2X; X 	k 

PB(X) = 1/2; X '5 K 	 _ 

PARTIAL BAND NOISE 	 P 43 (X) = knex = 0.1839k/X; X.?: k 

. 	
Pe) = 1/2 e; X 	k 

FREQUENCY HOPPED 	MULTITONE WITH k R, TONE SPACING OR 	 P B (X) = k/2ex = 0.1839k/X; X :7_ k 
PN/DPSK 	 PARTIAL BAND NOISE- 	

-/k 	< 
PB (X) = 1/2 e x ; x - k 

FREQUENCY HOPPED 	MULTITONE WITH 1/2k R TONE SPACING 	 P(X) = kItix; X _?. k12 
DQPSK 	 (WORST CASE) 

PB(X) = 1/2; X .1 k/2 

PARTIAL BAND NOISE 	 P (X) = 0.212k/X; X..? 1.259k a 

P3 (X) = 2;3 Po  (4,x/k); X 	1.259k 

FFIEQUENCY HOPPED 	MULTITONE WITH 1/2k Re  TONE SPACING OR 	P3 (X) = 0.212k/X; X.?_ 1.259k 
PN/DOPSK 	 PARTIAL BAND NOISE . 	- 

P(X) = 213 Po  (4, x/k); X _‘_- 1.259k 

n41 
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Finally, it is important to note that fast frequency hopping requires 

noncoherent combininçï of the signal over N hops. Noncoherènt combin 

ing has an associated loss in 'additive white Gaussian noise (thermal).1 .  

Figure 13 presents the required energy per channel bit to noise spectral 

density (Ec  /N0  ) to achieve a given channél'bit error—probability for • A  
8-ary MFSK. Note that N = 4 requires 1.4 dB larger Ec/Nu to achieve 

Pcb = 10
-2 

than is required by N = 1. Therefore, there is a large 

loss in thermal noise performance as N becomes-large 

The performance of convolutional coding techniques is presented in , 

Tables 6 and 7 for EH and FH/PN with various data modulations. At 10 -3 

bit error probability, rate 1/3 convolutional coding with Viterbi decod-

ing provides the best performance for reasonable complexity for all data 

modulations except FFH/MFSK. The improvement in performance with rate 

1/3 convolutional coding/Viterbi decoding is even more pronounced at 

10 -5 bit error probability. Note that, at P b  = 10 -5  , the coding gain 

for all the coding techniques is greater than 26 dB, except FFH/MFSK. 

If the data rate.is  low and small complexity is required, then FFH/MFSK 

with 8-ary MOSK and N = 4 hops per 8-ary symbol using rate 1/2 convolu-

tional coding and binary feedback decoding is the best signal design.. 

The medium complexity, rate 1/3 convolutional code with Viterbi decoding 

only provides about 0.8 dB improvement using FH/DQPSK over this choice. , 
For all other conditions' considered so far in the discussion, 	- 

convolutional coding with Viterbi decoding, using ether FH/DQPSK or 

FH-PN/DPSK, is the best signal design. With Viterbi or sequential 

decoding using either FFH-PN spread spectrum modulation, the optimum  • 

• value of N is one. Hence, this is not fast frequencY hopping and the 

 performance is . the same as FH-PN. 

Additional improvements in performance from coding can be obtained if 

the output of the demodulator is quantized (soft decision) to more than 

two levels or, for MFSK, if a list-of-L of the largest M envelope detec-

tors is provided to the decoder. Typically, about a 2 dB improvement in 

1. W.C. Lindsey, "Error Probabilities for Rician Fading Multichannel 
Reception of Binary and N-ary Signals," IEEE Trans. on Info. Theory, 
Vol. IT-10, No. 4, October, 1964, pp. 339-351. 
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"Table 5. Required (Ec/No ) e :rf  For Bit Error Probability of 10 -2  

For Fast Frequency Hopping 

Required (E c/No eff  for 	cb  = 10-2  

N 	 Partial 	Band Noise 	(dB) 	Partial 	Band 	Tone '(,...B) 

1 	13.2 	 21.3 

-2 	11.4 	 1 1 . 3  

3 	9.3 	 10.7 

4 	8.7 	 8.7 

5 	8.5 	 10.9 

S 	8.5 	 9.8 , 
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performance is expected from soft decisions. Viterbi and sequential 

decoiling can be implemented to use soft decisions, but binary feed-

back decoding has not been implemented to date to use soft decisions. 

Implementing the Viterbi decoder to use soft decisions does not 

increase its complexity,  but. sequential decoding complexity increases 

by log 2  Q, where Q is the number of quantization levels used for the 

soft decisions (the increase is  1092 L for List-of-L demodulation). • 

The performance of the modulation/coding techniques using soft deci-

sions and List-of-L quantization can be approximated (bounded) by 

using a modification of Gallager's random coding bound. Gallager's 

function assumed that the decoding rule is matched to the channel 

statistics. However, for unknown interference, it is desirable: 

(a) to chooSe the modulation format and the corresponding demodula-

tion technique, and (b) to optimize the demodulation parameters:and 

the decoder metrics to minimize the probability of error for all 

possible  channel statistics. For each spread spectrum modulation, 

the worst case interferehce was determined for the best choice of 

rate 1/3 Viterbi decoder metrics l . The additional coding gain 	. 

achieved by using soft decisions or List-of-L quantization instead 

of hard deCisions is presented in Table 8. The' List-of-4 and List- • 

of-8 . quanti .iations are onlY applicable  to MFSK.  'Note  that,' With' 

FH/MFSK,  the worst . caSe.interference'is 	band . toneS.. It Was 

found that the optimum decoder metric was to rank the magnitudes of 

the tones (i.e., List-of-L quantization) rather than assigning metrics 

to the individual quantization levels of each filter•(i,e., 8-level 

soft decisionS). In fact, with List-of-8 quantization, the required 

(E
b
/N

0
)
eff 

-to
. 
achieve a given bit error probability is 4.8 dB less 

than required for hard decisim Note that, even with the greater 

codingSains'achieved with soft decisions and List-of-L quantization 

by FJ/DPSK.and fH/MFSK than with FH/DOPSK, the re'quired (E b/No ) eff  

for a given bit error probability with rate 1/3.Viterbi decoding is 

1. G.K.Huth, "Optimization of Coded Spread SpectrtIm System Performance," 

IEEE Trans. on Comm.,  Vol. COM-25, No. 8, August, 1977, pp.763-770. 
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Table 6. Hard Decision Coded FH Performance 

	

. 	 Required (E b/N o ) eff  Worst Case arming 

Error Correcting 	FH/DPSK 	FH/DQRSK 	FH/I1FSK 	FFH/MFSK 
. Code Technique 	- 	(dB) 	(dB) 	(dB) 	 (dB) 

No Coding 

P =10-3 
 Z7.0 	24.1 	31.2 	12.2 

b 	-5 
P 	=10 	 47.0 	44.1 	51.2 	15.5 b 	- 

R= 1/2 Convolutional 
Binary Feedback 

P =10
-3 15.7 	12.9 	20.0 	10.6 

P
b

b
=10

_ 5  
2E1.8 	17.9 	25.0 	11.9 

R=1/2  Convolutional 
V i térbi Decoding 

Pb =10
-3 

13.8 	10.9 	18.0 	10.1 

b =10
-5 P 	17.7 	14.8 	21.9 	11.1 

R=11 3 Convolutional 
Viterbi.Decoding 

P =10-3 
12.6 	9.8 	16.9 	11.1 

• 

 b 
P 	=10-5 

15.5 	12.7 	19.8 	11.9•b  

R= 1/2 Convolutional 
Sequential Decoding 

P =10-3 

	

- 	11.9 	9.1 	16.2 	9.7 

P
b

=10
_ 5  

1 2.8 	9.9 	17.0 	9.8 
b 
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Table 7._ Hard Decision Coded FH/PN Performance 

. 	Required (Eb/M0)eff Worst Case Jamming ._. 	. 

	

Error Correcting 	FH-PN/DPSn , 	FH-PN/DQPSK 	FH-PM/›.1.FSK 	FFH4WMFSK 
Code Technique 	(dB) 	(dB) 	(d9) 	(dB) 

No  Coding 

P 	=10-3 
 

	

22.6 	-23.3 	22.9 	11.2 

P
b
= 10

-5  

	

• 	42.6 	43.3 	42.9 	12.1 
b 

R= 1/2  Convolutional 
Binary Feedback 

	

11.4 	12.0 	11.7 	1 f1.6 
' b 
Pb = 10-5  

	

16.4 	17.0 	16.7 	11.6 

R=1/2  Convolution-al  
Viterbi 	Decoding 

P
b
=10

-3 	
9.5 	10.0 	9-.7 	9.7 

Pb =10
-5  

	

13.4 	14.0 	13.6 	11.1 

R=1/3 Convolutional 
Viterbi Decoding 

P
!) 
=10

-3 

	

8.3 	8.9 	. 	8.5 	1.5 
 _5 

P 	= 10 	11.2 	11.8 	11.4 	11.4 
b 

R 	1/2  Convolutional 
Sequentia1 Decoding 

P =10
-3  

	

7.6 	8.2 	 7.9 	 7.9 

P
b 	

10
_5 

	

8.4 	9.0 	 8.7 	 8. 7  b 

o  
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Table 8. Rate 1/3 Viterbi Decoding/Coding Gain Over Hard Decisions 

Coding Gain (d8) Over Hard Decisions 

Soft Decision 
Modulation 	(8-Level) 	List of 4 	List of 8 

FH/DPSK 	3.4  

FH/DOPSK 	1.2  

FHfeSK 	1.7 	3.7 	4.8 

FH-PN/DPSK 	1.5  

FH-PN/DOPSK 	1.3  

FH-PN/MFSK 	1.6 	

0.8 	

08 

1 	. 



still less for FH/DPSL. The required..(. b/No ) eff  fôr FH/DQSK iS 3.5 

dB -less than required for FH/MFSK and 0;6 dB less than required  for  

FH/DPSK. With FH-PN spread spectrum modulation, however, FH-PN/DPSK 

and FH-PN/MFSK require (E b/No ) eff  within 0.1 dB of each other and 

require about 0.8.dB less (E b/No ) eff  for a given bit error probability 

than FH-PN/DQPSK. For FH-PN/MFSK, List-of-L quantization is  notas 

effective as soft decisions because the worst case interference is 

partial band noise. 

2.3 Baseline Signal Design 

As a result of the comparison of PN, FH,  and  FH-PN spread speCtrum 

modulation with 'various  data  modulation ,.the most promiSing signal 

design for the required wide variations in data rates and hop rates 

is"FH 7 PN/MCSK. 'The performance of FH-PN/MCSK against the Worst case 

jammer is analyzed in Appendix C. .A summary of the performance as a . 

function of bops per symbol . , bits per symbol,'code rate (binary feed-

back decoding) iS presented in Table f.). 

The optimum partial jam band (1 in Table 9 is given in percent where 

there has been myrestriction placed on a. The results in Table 9 

show that increasing the number of hops per symbol and employing rate 

1/2 coding increases the optimum jam band, while increasing the bits 

per symbol decreases the optimum jam band. Note, however, that with 

M = 16, N = 8 and rate 172 coding, the jammer is forced to jam the 

total band. 

A CoMparison of PN/PSK and FH-PN/MCSK is presented in Table 10. At' 

• a bit error probability of 10 -3 , the performance measure for PN/PSK 

•is..4.5 dB better than FH-PN/MCSK. However, at 300 MHz, the largest 

. PK chi p.  rate iS about 5 MHz uhder the worst case ionosphere. Alter-

nately, the FH-PN/MCSK modulation can be used at the 20 MHz allocated 

bandwidth. Therefore, the FH-PN/MCSK outperforms the:PN/PSK modula-

tion by  about  1.5 dB for worst case ionosphere. .The performance • 

difference is probably not enough to warrant a design  choice on this 

basis. Other advantages of the FH-PN/MCSK modulation . ..include more 



23.7 

12,4 
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. 	Table 9. Antijam Performançe For Multiple Code Shift Keying 

Hops/Symbol Bits/Symbol Code Rate 
Percent Partial 

Jam Band 

Performance 
Measure G 

(dB) 

1,1/2,1/3,1/4, 

1/6, 1/12 0  1/24 

1 0.50 
2 

1/2 13.4 

22.9 
3 

11.7 

0.48 1 22.6 
4 

1/2 

2 1 16.7 
2 

33.0 12.6 

4 

16,4 

12.3 

16.7 

1/2 16.6 12.6 
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1/2 

3 
1/2 

1 30.4 

69.6 

11.2 

1/2 

1 

10.1 
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4 
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rapid synchronization  and  better multiple access cfflbility. Ir 

fact, the capability of frequency hopping to selectively reject 

certain frequency bands and to require only a small i'nstantaneous 

bandwidth makes the FH-PN/MCSK modulation very attractive in this 

case where the frequency allocation is distinct slots. 

1 
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3.0 MULTIPLE RATE FH-PN/MCSK SYSTEM DESIGN 

The most promising signal design to meet the system objectives presented 

in Table 2 is FH-PN/MCSK. In this section, a system design is described to 

meet the multiple data rates and hop rates given in Table 2. 

3.1 FH-PN/MCSK Modulator  

The block diagram of the FH-PN/MCSK is shown in Figure 14. The incoming 

data is rate 1/2 convolutional encoded for binary feedback decoding at the 

receiver. Figure,15 illustrates the rate 1/2 convolutional encoding process. 

The input data is shifted into a shift register and an output register. The 

data in the shift register is sampled by five taps and modulo-2 added to the 

input data. The result of the modulo-2 addition is also stored in the output 

register. The output register is shifted out at twice the input data clock 

rate. 

After the input data has been convolutional encoded, the coded data is 

interleaved. The interleaving is used to disperse the errors in data bits on 

a single jammed frequency hop among the data bits from unjammed frequency 

hops to achieve the full power of the binary feedback decoder. When  the hop 

rate is faster than the MCSK symbol rate, then interleaving is not required 

for the  jamming,  but  there are correlated errors between data bits from the 

same MCSK symbol. Therefore, to obtain the full power of the binary feedback 

decodér, data bits from the same MCSK symbol should be separated with 22 data 

bits from other MCSK symbols. 

' 	The 4-ary MCSK modulator groups two coded data bits that have been inter- 

leaved to chose whia 4-ary code symbolvshould be transmitted. Each 4-ary 

MCSK symbol consists of four binary bits as shown in Table 11. The binary 

sequence resulting from the MCSK modulator is shown in Figure  14 th  be 

modulo-2 added to the PN sequence. In Order to combine the PN modulation and 

the MCSK modulation in this fashion, the PN chip  rate must be an integer 

multiple of the MCSK binary sequence rate for all input data rates. Actually, 

this will be shown to have a number of implementation advantages in the demodu-

lator as well as the modulator simplification. In addition, there is an anti-

intercept advantage by having synchronous data and pseudonoise chips. If the 

data and pseudonoise chips are synchronous, then the data bits are completely 

hidden by the randomness of the PN code. This implies that the data cannot be 

extracted without first obtaining detailed knowledge of the specific PN 

sequence being used. 
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Table 11. 4-ary MCSK Symbols 

Input Data 	Output 4-ary MCSK Symbols 

I. 1000  

0100  

0010  

0001  

Following the modulo-2 addition of the encoded data and the PN, the 

resulting digital data stream is quadriphase-shift-keying (QPSK) modulated 

on to the frequency hopped  carrier. For the high data rates (e.g., 1200 bps 

and 2400 bps), the 50 msec frequency settling time of the frequency hopper 
becomes a large portion of an MCSK symbol. Therefore, it is important to 

have the frequency hopping synchronous with the data and PN. With all the 

timing synchronous, the demodulator can be significantly simplified. In 

order to have all the rates synchronous, the PN code rate should be 24 kbps 

(or 12 ksps for QPSK symbols). Then to accommodate the data rates of 50, 

75, 150, 300, 1200, and 2400 bps, the hop rates should be chosen to be 1200, 

600, 300, 150,  25,5  hps. 

The antijam performance of the modulator system design that is described 

above is presented in Tables 12-14. For comparison, Table 15-17 present the 

antijam performance with no error correction coding. The antijam performance 

is calculated using the derivation in Appendix C with correction for nonopti-

mum frequency hop spacing. The antijam performance measure G is given by 

S W\ B 	st G = (E b/No ) eff 	(j)(c)k)(if
) 
 (23) 

where 
S = signal power 
J = jammer power 
W = the total hopping bandwidth (20 MHz) • 
C = the frequency hop spacing (25 kHz) 
B = PN code rate (12 ksps) 
R
s = MCSK symbol rate, (200, 300, 600, 1800, 4800, 9600, sps) 

t = bits per MCSK symbol (2) 
R = error correction code rate (1/2) 

Note that the data rate R
b 

(i.e., 50, 75, 150, 300, 1200, 2400, bps) is 

R
b 

= R
s
R/t. 	 (24) 

00  

O'  

10  

11  
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Table 12. 

•• n•• 

Antijam Performance of FH-PN/4-ary MCSK 
Rate 1/2 Encoded/Binary Feedback Decoded 

II Data Rate Hop Rate 	N 	C 	Partial Band (E
b  /N0 )Eff 	J/S 

(bps) 	(hps) 	Hops/Symbol 	Chips/Symbol 	a 	(dB) 	(dB) 

50 	1200 	24 	240 	1.0 	15.0 	37.8 

	

600 	12 	 1.0 	13.3 	39.5 

	

300 	6 	 1.0 	12.1 	40.7 

	

150 	3 	 0.609 	11.7 	41.1 

	

25 	1/2 	 0.134 	12.4 	40.4 

	

5 	1/10 	 0.134 	12.4 	40.4 

75 	1200 	16 	160 	1.0 	13.9 	37.4 

	

600 	8 	 1.0 	12.5 	38.6 

	

300 	4 	 0.823 	11.6 	39.5 

	

150 	2 	 0.333 	12.6 	38.5 

	

25 	1/3 	 0.134 	12.4 	38.7 

	

5 	1/15 	. 	0.134 	12.4 	38.7 

1 
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Table 13. 

II 	• 	
Antijam Performance of FH-PN/4-ary . MCSK 
Rate 1/2 Encoded/Binary. Feedback Decoded 

II • 	

(continued) 

Data Rate' Hop Rate 	• 	N 	C 	• 	Partial Band (E b/N0 ) Eff 	J/S 

(bps) • 	(hps) 	Hops/Symbol 	Chips/Symbol 	a .- 	(dB) 	(dB) 

II 150 	1200 	8 	80 	1.0 	12.5 	35.5 

	

600 	4 	 0.823 	11.6 	36.4 

II 	300 	2 	 0.333 	12.6 	35.4 

	

150 	1 	 0.134 	12.4 	35.6 

	

II 25 	1/6 	0.134 	12.4 	35.6 

	

5 	1/30 	0.134 	12.4 	35.6 

I/ 	300 	1200 	4 	40 	0.823 	11.6 	33.4 

	

600 	2 	 0.333 	12.6 	32.4 

	

II 300 	1 	 0.134 	12.4 	32.4 

	

150 	1/2 	0.134 	12.4 	32.4 

	

II 25 	1/12 	. 	0.134 	12.4 	32.4 

	

5 	1/60 	0.134 	12.4 	32.4 



10 12.4 

12.4 

12.4 

12.4 

12.4 

12.4 

26.6 

26.6 

726.6 

26.6 

26.6 

26.6 

0.134 

0.134 

0.134 

0.134 

0.134 

0.134 

1200 	1200 	1 

	

600 	1/2 

	

300 	1/4 

	

150 	1/8 

	

25 	1/48 

	

5 	1/240 
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Table 14. 

Antijam Performance of FH-PN/4-ary MCSK 
Rate 1/2 Encoded/Binary Feedback Decoded 

(continued) 

Data Rate Hop Rate 	N 	C 	Partial Band 
(Eb/N0)Eff 	

J/S 

(bps) 	(hps) 	Hops/Symbol 	Chips/Symbol 	a 	(dB) 	(dB) 

2400 	1200 	1/2 	5 	0.134 	12.4 	23.6 

	

600 	1/4 	 0.134 	12.4 	23.6 

	

300 	1/8 	 0.134 	12.4 	23.6 

	

150 	1/16 	 0.134 	12.4 	23.6 

	

25 	1/96 	. 	0.134 	12.4 	23.6 

	

5 	1/480 	 0.134 	12.4 	23.6 
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Table 15. 

Antijam Performance of Uncoded FH-PN/4-ary MCSK 

Data Rate Hop Rate 	 Partial Band 	(E b/N0 ) Eff 	J/S 

18 	(bps) 	(hps) 	Hops/Symbol 	Chips/Symbol 	a 	(dB) 	(dB) 

50 	1200 	48 	480 	1.0 	14.9 	39.9 

	

600 	24 	 1.0 	13.2 	39.6 

	

300 	12 	 1.0 	11.9 	40.9 -  

	

150 	6 	 0.645 	11.4 	41.4 

	

25 	1 	 0.005 	23.7 	29.1 

	

5 	1/5 	 0.005 	23.7 	29.1 

75 	1200 	32 	320 	1.0 	13.8 	37.3 ,  

	

600 	16 	 1.0 	12.4 	38.7 

	

300 	8 	 0.860 	11.4 	39.7 

	

150 	4 	 0.363 	12.2 	38.9 

	

• 25 	1* 	 0.0048 	22.9 	28.2 

	

5 	1/5* 	 0.0048 	22.9 	28.2 

*8 -ary MCSK 
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Table 16. 

Antijam Performance of Uncoded FH-PN/4-ary MCSK 

(continued) 

Data Rate Hop Rate 	N. 	C 	Partial Band (Eb/N0 ) Eff 	J/S 

(bps) 	(hps) 	Hops/Symbol Chips/Symbol 	a 	(dB) 	(dB) 

150 	1200 	16 	160 	1.0 	12.4 	35.6 

	

600 	8 	0.860 	11.4 	36.6 

	

300 	4 	0.363 	12.2 	35.8 

	

150 	2 	0.064 	16.7 	31.3 

	

25 	1/3 	0.005 	23.7 	24.3 

	

5 	1/15 	0.005 	23.7 	24.3 

300 	1200 	8 	80 	0.860 	11.4 	33.6 

	

600 	4 0.363 	12.2 	32.8 

	

300 	2 	0.064 	16.7 	28.3 

	

150 	1 	 0.005 	23.7 	21.3 

	

25 	1/6 	0.005 	23.7 	21.3 

	

5 	1/30 	0.005 ' 	23.7 	21.3 
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Table 17. 

Antijam Performance of Uncoded FH-PN/4-ary MCSK 

(continued) 

Data Rate Hop Rate 	N 	C 	Partial Band (E
b  /N0 ) Eff 	

J/S 

(bps) 	(hps) 	Hops/Symbol 	Chips/Symbol 	a 	(dB) 	(dB) 

1200 	1200 	2 	20 	0.064 	16.7 	22.3 

	

600 	1 	 0.005 	23.7 	1 5.3 

	

300 	1/2 	 0.005 	23.7 	15.3 

	

150 	1/4 	 0.005 	23.7 	15.3 

	

25 	1/24 	 0.005 	23.7 	15.3 

	

5 	1/120 	 0.005 	23.7 	15.3 

2400 	1200 	1 	10 	0.005 	23.7 	12.3 

	

600 	1/2 	 0.005 	23.7 	12.3 

	

300 	1/4 	 0.005 	23.7 	12.3 

	

150 	1/8 	 0.005 	23.7 	12.3 

	

25 	1/48 	 0.005 	23.7 	12.3 

	

5 	1/240 	. 	0.005 	23.7 	12.3 
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Therefore, to calculate the J/S ratio, 

'3/S 
 = (e) 

where G is given in Tables 12 through 17 as (Eb/No ) eff • 

Comparing Table 12 with the uncoded results in Table 15, it may be 

observed that the antijam performance is about equal for fast frequency hop-

ping. This occurs because fast frequency hopping is very effective against 

jamming,and a simple binary feedback decoder does not improve the performance. 

However, when there is one or less hops per symbol, the binary feedback 

decoder improves antijam performance by about 11 dB over the uncoded perfor-

mance. Consequently, the signal design with coding gives about the same anti-

jam performance regardless of the hop rate. Alternately, the uncoded signal 

design results in very degraded antijam performance when the hop rate is one 

or less hops per symbol. 

Table 12 also illustrates the effect on antijam performance due to non-

coherent combining losses over several hops. For example, at a data rate of 

50 bps, the 150 hps hop rate forces the jammer to jam the total hopping band. 

Increasing the hop rate above 150 hps still forces full band jamming,.but there 

are more hops combined to form an MCSK symbol. The resulting antijam perfor-

mance degradation is due to the increased number of hops noncoherently com-

bined. 

Referring again to Figure 14, synchronization between terminals is 

improved by using a beacon receiver to distribute time and frequency informa-

tion to all the users in the network. Actually, the beacon receiver is shown 

in Figure 14 only to représentaa function. The time and frequency information 

could also be obtained from a master terminal that transmits synchronization 

information to all network terminals. Another technique to maintain reason-

ably small time and frequency uncertainties is to use a very stable oscillator 

in each terminal:—  In any case, the transmit frequency must be controlled to 

within 20 Hz for the lowest data rate of 50 bps or a MCSK symbol rate of 

200 sps and the slowest hop rates (i.e., less than 200 hps). If the transmit 

frequency throughout the net cannot be held to this accuracy, then the 

receiver must perform a frequency search. Similarily, the time of day must be 

known to within 10 msec to minimize the PN code acquisition at the receiver. 

The time of day (TOD) generator in Figure 14 is a counter of the same 

length as the PN generator. Since the PN code must have a period of two days, 

(25) 
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the numbe'r of stages in the PN shift register must be at least 32 for a 

24 kcps code rate. Let the TOD generator and the PN generator be all ones 

at the same time. To synchronize the PN code with the net, the 32 bit TOD 

estimate is received. Both the TOD generator and the PN generator are set 

to all ones and then clocked at a high speed until the TOD generator agrees 

with the TOD estimate. Using this technique, the terminal could be synchro-

nized with the net in less than 2 minutes using a 35 MHz clock rate. If 

faster synchronization is required, either a faster clock rate can be used 

or more states of the PN generator corresponding to states of the TOD gener-

ator need to be stored. If more states of the generators are stored, then 

synchronization is found by calculating which stored state of the TOD gener- 

ator is just less than the received TOD estimate. After choosing the correct 

stored state for. the TOD generator, the corresponding PN generator state is 

loaded,and the two generators are clocked at a high speed until the TOD 

.generator agrees with the TOD estimate. Synchronization with the net can be 

obtained in less 'than one second if 128 states of the two generators are 

stored and a 35 MHz high speed clock is used. 

Using the concept of the beacon receiver, each terminal (when transmis-

sion is required) receives the TOD estimate and frequency estimate'and updates 

its PN generator and frequency synthesizer. After updating the PN generator 

and frequency synthesizer, the terminal can transmit its message; and the • 

receiving terminal, since • it has also updated its PN generator and frequency 

synthesizer, will be able to synchronize with the transmitter in a very short 

time. It may be seen that if a very accurate oscillator is used to drive the 

TOD generator and frequency synthesizer, then net synchronization may be 

required only very infrequently. 

Note that if the hopped carrier frequency is determined by the last 

10 bits of the PN generator, then the frequency synthesizer only loads the 

contents frOm the PN generator every 20, 40, 80, 160, 960; or 4800 clo'ck pulses 

corresponding to hop rates  1200, 600, 300, 150, 25, or 5 hps, respectively. 

Therefore, when the states of TOD and PN generiators are stored, the number 

of clock pulses (until the frequency synthesizer shOuld be loaded) must also 

be stored for each hop rate. Hence, after the TOD and PN generators have 

been updated to the stored TpD state (just less than the TOD estimate), then 

the TOD generator and PN generator are clocked. The number of pulses stored 

for the chosen hop rate and the frequency synthesizer is loaded. From that 

point on, the frequency synthesizer is loaded every so many clock pulses, 
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according to the hop rate, and the correct frequency will be transmitted 

corresponding to the state of the PN generator. 

To selectively avoid certain frequencies in the frequency hopper, the 

10 bit representations of these frequencies are stored. At each time the 

state of the PN generator is to be sampled by the frequency synthesizer, 

the last 10 bits of the PN generator are compared against the stored frequen-

cies to be avoided. If the last 10 bits of the PN generator correspond to 

an undesirable frequency, then the contents of the PN generator are not loaded 

into the frequency synthesizer,and the frequency being transmitted is not 

changed. 

3.2  EH-PN/MCSK Demodulator  

The block diagram of the FH-PN/MCSK demodulator is shown in Figure 16. 

Net  synchronization is achieved by the demodulator using a beacon receiver 

or similar equipment in the same way as the modulator. If a modulator and 

'demodulator are collocated, then a single beacon receiver can be used to 

achieve net . synchronization for both functions. The demodulator, as shown in 

Figure 16, consists of a RF receiver with an output at IF wide enough to pass 

the PN QPSK without significant filtering losses. Since the satellite channel 

bandwidth is 25 kHz, the receiver IF bandwidth can also be 25 kHz. The RF 

receiver also performs the AGC which should be fast enough to act independ-

ently,  on each frequency hop. If the AGC time cOnstant is much less than the 

frequency hop duration, then a jammer cannot suppress the signal in multiple 

hops by jamming a single hop with a large power and then letting the AGC 

decay over several hops, thereby suppressing the signal in these subsequent 

hops. Therefore, the AGC time constant must be much less than 800 msec for 

the fastest hop rate 1200 hps. Most likely, the AGC time constant would not 

be changed for the slower hop rates. However, for the slow rate of 5 hps, 

the AGC time constant used for 1200 hps is probably too sbort. 

The FH-PN modulation is removed following the RF receiver. After the 

spread spectrum modulation is removed, the MCSK data is left modulated on 

an IF frequency. This IF frequency is corrected to within at least 20 Hz 

over the frequency hop band by an Automatic Frequency Control (AFC) lobo 

which fine tunes the frequency synthesizer. The 20 Hz requirement corresponds 

to the smallèst MCSK'symbol 'rate of 200 sps. Ignoring noise, it can be seen l  

that an unnormalized discriminator can be formed by 

A 	T dp 	ndl  
(1) e  Idt 	̀rcrf 	 (26) 

1 J.H. Park, Jr., "An FM Detector-  for Low S/N 9 ", IEEE Trans. on Comm. Tech., 
Vol. COM-18, April, 1970,'pp 110-118. 
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(27) 

( 28) 

Approximating the time derivatives by finite time differences of A, then 

neglecting the scaling by 1/à, (26) becomes 

à = I(t-à)Q(t) 	I(t)Q(t-à). 

Thus, for a frequency error we , 

I(t) = cos(w et-14) 

Q(t) = sin(we t+4)) 

substituting these values into (27) gives 

A 
w
e 

= cos(w
e
t-w

e
)sin(w

e
t+1))-cos(w

e
t+(p)sin(w

e
t-w

e
à+cp) 

= 1/2[sin(2w e t-wei0-2()+sin(y) 	(29) 

sin(2w
e
t-w

e
à+24))-sin(-w eA)] 

A 
e 

= sin(w
e
A) 	 (30) 

Therefore, a control proportional to frequency error can be obtained if 

lw
e
Aid. Note that (27) is not affected by biphase data modulation unless 

a data bit transition occurs within the delay A. 

If noise is present, the mean of à
e 

is still given by (30), but there 

is a signal-to-noise ratio penalty due to the multiplication of wideband 

noise processes in (27). To avoid this severe penalty, the delay à can be 

realized by low pass filters, as shown in Figure 17. As an example of the 

frequency error characteristic that can be achieved for the low pass filter 

discriminator, a Manchester coded data spectrum was used to calculate the 

discriminator characteristic (output signal amplitude versus input frequency) 

illustrated in Figure 18. While Manchester coded data has a different spec-

trum than convolutional encoded MCSK data, the Manchester coded data example 

indicates the resUlts that can be expected for the convolûtional encoded 

MCSK data. Figure 18 illustrates the output amplitude à e  versus the frequency 

error w
e 

normalized by the 3 dB cutoff frequency w
c 

of the low pass filter. 

The discriminator characteristic is shown for w
c
T . 2.8n (the optimum product 

of w
c 

and the data bit duration T for Manchester coded data at low values of 

E
b
/N

0
)
1 
and w

c
T = 5.61T. The, equivalent linear gain K (the slope of the 

(I) 

1 M.K. Simon and W.C. Lindsey, "Optimum Performance of Suppressed Carrier 
Receivers with Costas Loop Tracking,"IEEE Trans. on Comm.,  Vol COM-25, 
No , 2, February, 1977, pp 215-227. 
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discribinator at iëro frequency) is indiceed in Figure 18 by dotted lines. 

Thus, assumtng webact to be small, then 

K 
• 	

1)w
c 

Figure 19 is a plot of K gs versus fct = w cTib. Note from Figures 18 and 19, 

both the equivalent linear gain and the approximate region of linearity are 

functions of wcT •  In fact, at the optimum low pass filter design point 

(fc  T = 1.4), the normalized linear slope is 0.3535 rather than the more com-

monly assumed value of unity, which would be the case in the limit of infinite 

low pass filter bandwidth. This reduced value of equivalent linear gain comes 

about because of the low pass filtering of the Manchester coded data modula-

tion. Alternately, increasing the low pass filter bandwidth increases the 

noise in the.loop. As the low pass filter bandwidth becomes very large, there 

is again a severe signal-to-noise ratio penalty due to the multiplication of 

wideband noise processes. The loop filter for the AFC loop should be a two-

pole low pass filter to make the closed loop response second order. A second 

order AFC loop will allow tracking a step function in frequency with zero 

frequency error. With only a simple imperfect integrating filter typically 

used in a Costas loop, the AFC closed loop response is only first order. A 

first order AFC loop will not track a step function in frequency with zero 

frequency error.. The residual frequency error ts proportional to the ampli-

tude of the frequency step divided by a factor that is a function of the loop 

bandwidth, the natural frequency of the loop, and the equivalent linear gain. 

After the AFC loop has reduced the frequency uncertainty below 20 Hz, 

the MCSK symbols are demodulated. Figure 20 presents one of four channels of 

the optimum 4-ary MCSK demodulator.' The cos wot and sin w o t functions are 

supplied by the AFC loop. The MCSK code symbol is PSK modulated onto the 

cos w ot and sin wot functions and multiplied by the receivee signal. the 

results of the multiplication are integrated over the 4-ary MCSK symbol dura-

tion (i.e., the four binary digits that represent one 4-ary MCSK symbol). 

Note that if the MCSK symbol duration is more than one frequency hop, then 

the frequency settling  time  E iS blanked out of the ihtegration and the integra-

tion time T is equal to the duration of the frequency hop. In this case, 

following the integration, the results are squared and quantized where the 

quantized samples from each half of the demodulator are added together, and 

then the results are summed over the N frequency hops making up the 4-ary 

1 A.J. Viterbi, Principles of Coherent Communication,  McGraW-Hill, New York, 
1966. 

(31 ) 
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MCSK symbol. If the MCSK symbol duration is equal to or less than the fre-

quency duration, then the frequency settling time is not included in the 

integration, but the integration time T is equal to the MCSK symbol duration. 

In this case, there is no need for the summation over N hops since N is one 

or less. The timing for the MCSK generator comes from the Master Timing Unit 

(MTU) and is shifted at four times the input data rate of the modulator. 

Note that for data rates 1200 bps and 2400 bps with rate 1/2 convolutional 

encoding,the MCSK symbol is divided up into five chips to match the PN code , 
rate. The fifth chip is equal to zero for each of the MCSK symbols. 

The quantizer used in each half of the MCSK demodulator channels serves 

two purposes. First, the quantizer provides the output in a digital form so 

that summation over several hops and comparison of magnitudes of the other 

channels can be done by digital devices or by a microprocessor. The second 

purpose is to provide clipping of the received signal so that a large jam-

ming signal cannot influence more than a single frequency hop. To insure 

protection against a large jamming signal, the maximum quantization level is s  

set equal to the expected signal level. Thus, a large jammer will perhaps 

suppress the true signal below the maximum quantization level, but the jammer 

itself cannot produce a larger quantized output than the expected signal 

level on unjammed frequency hops. 

There are four channels identical to the channel shown in Figure 20 that 

make up the MCSK demodulator. The outputs of the four channels are compared 

to determine which channel has the maximum output. The channel with the 

maximum output is then decoded by providing to the interleaver the two bits 

that identify the channel. 

If the MCSK code in Table 11 is used, then each code word is a cyclic 

shift of first code word. This type of modulation code is denoted as a multi-

ple cyclic code-shift-keying (MCCSK). The advantage in demodulator implemen-

tation using a MCCSK code is that a single channel can be°easily time-shared 

rather than requiring the four channels shown in Figure 20. The MCCSK 

demodulator is illustrated in Figure 21. For simplicity, only one storage 

position is shown for each chip. However, as discussed in Appendix A, each 

chip would be represented by several samples, where each sample would be 

stored in the shift register,. For example, suppose that each chip is repre-

sented by two samples and each sample is quantized to eight levels (i.e., 

three bits),then the register would have 24 stages. Table 18 illustrates 

the operation of the MCCSK demodulator when the received frequency and phase 
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Table 18. MCCSK Demodulation Example 

Received Quantized Sequence 	110 	101 	010 	001 	000 	011 	100 	010 	Total 

Code Word 1000 	 000 	000 	111 	111 	111 	111 	111 	111 

	

Modulo 2 Addition 	 110 	101 	101 	110 	111 	100 	011 	101 

Octal Conversion and Normal Addition 	6 	5 	5 	6 	7 	4 	3 	5 	41 

Code Word 0100 	 111 	111 	000 	000 	111 	111 	111 	111 

	

- Modulo 2 Addition 	 001 	010 	010 	001 	111 	100 	011 	101 

Octal Conversion and Normal Addition 	1 	2 	2 	1 	7 	4 	3 	5 	25

• Code Word 0010 	 111 	Ill 	111 	111 	000 	000 	111 	111 

Modulo 2 Addition 	 001 	010 	101 	110 	000 	011 	011 	101 

Octal Conversion and Normal Addition 	1 	2 	5 	6 	0 	3 	3 	5 	25 

Code Word 0001 	 111 	111 	111 	111 	111 	111 	000 	000 

	

Modulo 2 Addition 	 001 	010 	101 	110 	111 	100 	100 	010 

Octal Conversion and Normal Addition 	1 	2 	5 	6 	7 	4 	4 	2 	31 
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matches either cos w o t or sin we. The received quantized sequence is input 

into the 24 stage shift register by the A/D (i.e., sampler and quantizer). 

The quantization is that the smallest signal is 000 and largest signal is Ill, 

with the signal levels in between denoted by the normal binary representation 

of the numbers from zero to seven. The quantized sequence is modulo 2 added 

to the MCCSK code words where a "1" in the code is represented by six zeros 

and a "0" in the code is represented by six ones. The results of the modulo 2 

addition for each sample are added together to determine the maximum output. 

In Table 18, for convenience, the three bits representing each sample is con-

verted to normal numbers and added together. The results of the addition in 

Figure 21 are squared and added to the results of the other half of the demod-

ulator. It was assumed in Table 18 that only one half of the demodulator had 

a nonzero quantized sequence while the other half had a zero quantized sequence. 

For the zero quantized sequence, the output for each MCCSK code word is 14. 

Therefore, the output is (41) 2+(l4) 2.1877 for the 1000 code word, (25) 2+ (l 4) 2 = 

821 for the 0100 and 0010 code words,.and (31) 2+ (1 4) 2=1157 for the 0001 code 

word. The maximum output corresponds to the 1000 code wdrd and 00 would be 

the decoded binary digits input to the interleaver. 

During synchronization of the PN generator, the outputs of the MCSK 

demodulator are used to determine when the local PN sequence is synchronized 

with the received PN sequence. After the PN generator has been coarsely syn-

chronized with the network, the PN generator is stepped in half PN'chip incre-

ments through the remaining time uncertainty. As the PN generator is delayed 

one half of a PN chip, the local frequency synthesizer will remain or the 

current frequency one half of a PN chip longer than normal. Eventually, the 

frequency generated by the frequency synthesizer will be the same as the 

received frequency long enough for the AFC loop to lock.and refine the 

frequency uncertainty. The MCSK demodulator will attempt to decode the 

transmitted code word, but if the local PN sequence is not synchronized with 

the received PN sequence, then the outputs of each of the channels of the 

MCSK demodulator ,  will be approximately the same. Therefore, the PN generator 

is continued to be stepped through the time uncertainty until one channel 

output of the MCSK demodulator is significantly larger than the other three 

channels. When this occurs,* then the PN generator is considered synchronized, 

and the code tracking loop is enabled. Since the frequency hopping and the 

PN generator timing are also synchronous with the MCSK symbol rate, decoder 
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rate, and the data rate, only the timing ambiguity needs to be resolved, but 

additional time tracking loops are not required. Another approach to synchro-

nizing the lôcal PN sequence with the received PN sequence is to use a digital 

matched filter. Figure 22 presents a digital matched filter implementation of 

QPSK modulated PN. To use the digital matched filter for synchronization, 

the signal from the RF receiver is mixed with the unmodulated frequency from 

the frequency synthesizer. The bandwidth of the filter following the mixer 

must'be 25 kHz during synchronization to pass the PN QPSK modulation. The 

frequency synthesizer is stepped in increments equal to one fourth of the 

duration - of a frequency. One fourth steps are used in this case to minimize 

the degradation due to an error in the beginning of a freqUency hop as well 

as the misalignment of the PN sequence. As the frequency synthesizer is set 

to a new frequency hop starting time, the PN sequence is loaded into the digi-

tal matched filter. The received PN sequence is loaded into the digital 

matched filter and clocked in relation to the stored local PN sequence. When 

the stored PN sequence is synchronized . with the received PN sequence, a large 

correlation value occurs at the output of the digital matched filter, and the 

PN generator is started with the state corresponding to the Stored local PN 

sequence. Since the frequency synthesizer was stepped relative to the stored 

local PN sequence in the digital matched filter, the 10 bits corresponding to 

the frequency selected for the frequency synthesizer by the PN generator and 

the number of clock pulses to be input into the PN generator before the fre-

quency is changed must be stored along with the state of the PN generator for 

the local PN sequence in the digital matched filter. 

The use of the digital matched filter as described allows very fast 

acquisition because the total time uncertainty is searched in increments of 

one fourth of the frequency hop duration. Thus, for slow hop rates, the 

allowed time uncertainty can be quite large, and there is less requirtlent 

for the beacon receiver for net synchronization. For examPle, a clock with 

only moderate stability can be used to provide the time of day estimate. 

The digital matched filter illustrated in Figure 22 operates very similar 

to the MCCSK demodulator. In fact, the matched filter for PN synchronization 

can be reconfigured after the code tracking loop is locked to perform the MCCSK 

demodulation. The only difference between the MCCSK demodulator and the PN 

synchronized matched filter is the use of cos(nu/2) and sin(nn/2) weighting 

functions which are slightly more complicated than the MCCSK demodulator. 

Table 19 presents the modulation angles for each pair of chips from the PN 
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11 	generator. Note that the cos(nu/2) and sin(nu/2) functions are three valued, 

while the MCCSK code chips were only two valued. 

Table 19. QPSK PN Modulation/Demodulation 

PN chips 	Modulated 	Demodulator  Functions  
Angle 	cosTnn/27-- sin(nu/2)  

00 	00 	
1 	0 

01 	90° 	0 	1 

10 	270° 	0 	-1 

11 	180° 	-1 	0 

The value of zero for the demodulation functions means that  •the modulo 2 

addition as shown in Table 18 is not performed and does not contribute to the 

sum for the output. If the samples are quantized to eight levels (i.e., 

three bits), then 000 is modulo 2 added to each sample when the demodulator 

functions are equal to 1 and 111 is modulo 2 added to each sample when the 

demodulator functions are equal to -1. For PN synchronization, at least 

four samples per PN chip should be used. With four samples per PN chip, 

the worst case signal degradation due to misalignment of the local and 

received PN sequences is 1.2 dB. There is also 0.25 dB degradation due to 

eight level quantization analog voltages, and there is a worse case degra-

dation of 1.2 dB due to misalignment of the frequency hops if the matched 

filter must extend beyond a single frequency hop duration. Note that if 

more than one frequency hop must be included within the correlation time, 

then the correlation must be computed by sections of a digital matched 

filter where each section is matched to a single frequency hop, as discussed 

in Appendix A in connection with doppler. 

After the PN generator has been synchronized with the received PN 

sequence, then serhronism is maintained by a code tracking loop. There 

are two types of PN code tracking loops: the delay lock loop (DLL) and the 

tau-jitter loop (TJL). The DLL is shown in Figure 23. The received signal 

is assumed to -consist of a signal component and a bandlimited white Gaussian 

noise component n i (t) with  the  two-sided spectral density of N0/2. The 

signal component is 

dÇ s(t-T) cos (w 0 t-4) 	 (32) 
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where's(t) is a PN code with a long period and tl amplitude, P s is the 

average signal power, wo  is the carrier frequency including any d9ppler, 

T is the difference between the local PN and the receiver PN sequence, 

and (1) is a random phase uniformly distributed between 0 and 2v. The 

received signal is multiplied at the phase detector with a delayed and an 

advanced replica of the signal component. The amount of correlator spacing 

is assumed to be ±A/N, where A is the chip time and N is any number larger 

than or equal to 2. 

The outputs of the phase detectors assume the form 

Y12 =e13-; s(t-T) s(t-Î4) cos (w 0t-4) 4. Noise 

where T is the estimated value of T. The delay error is denoted by E = T-T. 

The error is assumed to be in the region lel<A/N. 

Assuming that the bandpass filters are ideal rectangular filters with 

.bandwidth B. and that there is no distortion of the signal by the filters, 

the normalized mean square delay error can be shown to be 

2 . 1 i -1 4. f 	\ -2 N 	BL 
"T 	Pi 	' P i'  

where p i  e. Ps/(NoB i ) is the signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the arm 

filter and where B is equivalent noise bandwidth of the loop. A finer analy-

sis has been performed by Simon
1 
which analyzes the effects of the bandpass 

filter on the sieial and considers real filters. rather than ideal rectangular 

filters. For optimized parameters, Simon shows that (34) is optimistic by 

about 0.9 dB. However, (34) is very easy to compute and can be used for 

initial design tradeoffs. 

One of the disadvantages of the DLL is that in order to achieve the 

predicted performance at low signal-to-noise ratios, extreme care must be 

taken to balance the gains and bandwidths of the two arms'of the DLL. The 

balance of the two arms becomes more difficult when the DLL must operate over 

a moderately large temperature range. To overcome these problems, the TJL 

is used. The TJL presented in Figure 24 was analyzed by Hartmann 2  and Simon l . 

1 M.K. Simon, Noncoherent Pseudonoise Code Tracking Performance of Spread  
Spectrum Receivers, IEEE Trans. on Comm., Vol. COM-25, No. 3, March, 1977, 

Pp. 327-345. 

2 H.P. Hartmann,Analysis of a Dithering Loop for PN Code Tracking, IEEE Trans. 
on Aerospace and Electronic Systems, Vol. AES-10, No. 1, January, 1974, 
pp. 2-9. 

(33)  

(34) 
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The nOrmalized mean square delay error was shown to be 

n  
cr i.2  ee [0.K15

1
(p.) -1 + [0.453-1-dB i ll0](ef ) 2(Pirles 	(35) 

1 

where the dithering frequency fd  = 1/(2Td ) is usually taken in the range 

B 1 /8  to B./4. The assumptions concerning the ideal rectangular filter and 

no signal distortion caused by the filter were also part of Hartmann's 

results. Again Simon shows that for optimized parameters and real filters, 

Hartmann's results in (35) are about 0.9 dB optimistic. Figure 25 shows the 

comparison between the DLL and TJL for N=4 as a function of input signal-to-

noise ratio  P5/N0 .  The loop bandwidth (BO is taken as a parameter. The 

value of B. was chosen for the highest data rate of 2400 bps (i.e., 9600 

MCSK chips per second). Therefore, the performance could be improved for 

lower data rates by narrowing the bandwidth B i  as a function of data rate. 

Equations (34) and (35) can be used to calculate the performance for these 

•other data rates. 

The code tracking performance prèsented in Figure 25 shows that the 

percent tracking filter, a
T
%  decreases with the increase of input signal-

to-noise ratio P 5 /N0 
as expected. Furthermore, the performance of the TJL 

is approximately 3 dB worse than that of the DLL because of the time-sharing 

between the early and late channels. This result does not take into account 

the performance degradation due to gain and banàwidth imbalance in DLL chan, 

nels which tends to negate  the  difference in performance between the two 

loops. 

The remaining blocks in Figure 16 that have not been discussed are the 

deinterleaver, the binary feedback decoder, and the symbol and deinterleaver 

synchronization logic. The deinterleaver is just the inverse of the inter-

leaver in the modulator. The deinterleaver disperses error by separating 

data bits on a single frequency hop with 22 data bits from other frequency 

hops to achieve the full power of the binary feedback decoder. When the hop 

rate is faster than the MCSK symbol rate, then the deinterleaver is pro-

grammed to separate data bits from the same MCSK symbol by 22 data bits from 

other MCSK symbols to achieve the full power of the binary feedback decoder. 

The binary feedback decoder is illustrated in Figure 26. The top shift 

register is a replica  encoder  which is used to form estimates of the parity 

checks from the received information bits. These estimates of the parity 

checks are modulo 2 added to the received parity checks to form syndrome bits. 

70 
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If nô errors are made, the syndrome bits will be zero. If .a  parity check 

is in error, then a single syndrome bit will be equal to one, but if an 

information bit is in error, there will be six syndrome bits that will be 

equal to one. The decision element (i.e., a 2048 by 1 Read Only Memory) 

looks at patterns of syndrome bits to determine if an information bit is in 

error. If the syndrome pattern indicates that the next bit to be output 

from the replica encoder is in error, then the decision element has a one 

as an output to be modulo 2 added to the information bit to correct the error. 

Also, the other six syndrome bits that would be one due to the information 

bit error are complemented to negate the effect of the error in the syndrome 

register. The performance of the binary feedback decoder is presented in 

Figure 5 and throughout the report. 

Synchronization of the MCSK demodulator, deinterleaver, and decoder can 

be performed in a number of ways. The two most common techniques used to 

synchronize these functions are to frame the data and use a frame synchroni-

zation word such as a Barker code or short PN code to identify the beginning 

of a frame or to use the decoder to identify synchronization. Using a frame 

synchronization word requires extra overhead in the message as well as 

requiring a matched filter for detection. The frame synchronization is not 

interleaved; however, it may be distributed throughout the frame. Distri-

buted frame synchronization words provide added . protection against pulse 

jammers, but the implementation becomes much more complex. Note that using 

the MCSK code in Table 11 results in the four different frame synchroniza-

tion words (i.e.,orie for each shift of the MCSK code) since the MCSK code is 

cyclic. Therefore, the matched filter for the frame synchronization word 

must be able to identify each of the possible words, or the MCSK demodulator 

synchronization must be shifted as each symbol is received to find the correct 

frame synchronization word. To provide probability of synchronization equal 

to 0.9 -to 0.99 with a reasonably small probability of falee synchronization, 

the frame synchronization word should be between 24 and 32 bits in length for 

a coded system. 

The binary feedback decoder can also be used to determine synchroniza-

tion, although prgbably not as quickly as using an optimum  frame synchroniza-

tion word. Using the binary.feedback decoder to determine synchronization 

is the technique shown as part of the FH-PN/MCSK demodulator in Figure 16. 

When the MCSK demodulator or the deinterleaver is not synchronized with the 

received data, the convolutional code words do not match the data at the 
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input to the decoder. Therefore, the syndrome register indicates a large 

number of errors that must be corrected. This condition can easily be 

detected by the decision element if the ROM is slightly modified. When a 

large number of errors to be corrected occurs, the decoder indicates to the 

synchronization logic that either the MCSK demodulator or the deinterleaver 

is out of synchronism. Hence, the synchronization position is advanced one 

position, and the decoder is checked again. To perform this procedure rapidly, 

the deinterleaver must have the data stored as it was received before deinter-

leaving so that the deinterleaving for the new synchronization position can 

be easily recomputed. 



t .  

4.0 CONCLUSIONS 

This report optimized the signal and system design for a FI -PN 

spectrum system. Section 2 presented a general comparison of the signal 

design choices to illustrate under what conditions a given signal design is 

optimum. Section 3 presented a system design of the optimized FH-PN/MCSK 

signal. A number of system design tradeoffs were identified which need more 

analysis to refine the design. 
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Rapid acquisition of PN modulation is required to be a usefu ,  

antijam technique if large antijam processing gain is requfred. Mat'ched 

filters implemented by surface wave devices or digital techniques are the 

most feasible approaches to rapid acquisition that maintain high antijam 

protection. In theory, the matched filter corrélator, which 'stores the 

PN waveforffi replica internally, and the active correlator, which accepts 

an externally generated replica, have similar characteriStiés for imple- 

. menting a spread spectrum receiver. The distinction is that the active 

correlation.requires synchronization of the external, generator be acquired 

by a serial (or parallel) search of the time and frequency uncertainty. 

The matched filter reduces the acquisition to thatof a frequency search. 

Alternately, the active correlator is more  efficient in the tracking mode 

than the matched filter due to inherent implementation.losses. 

1. 	THE MATCHED FILTER 

To begin the discussion a brief review is.given of the use of a 

matched filter (MF) 'fôr initial synchronization of a spread spectrum 

receiver. The operational problem is that the time of 'arrival,  or epoeh t 

 of the desired spread sPectrum signal is:unknown at the receiver due to 

the clock error and propagation delay. Hence, the concept of acquiring 

synchronization with the MF is to extract thé epoch So that the PN code 

in the receiver can be properly aligned to start a conVentional'active 

correlatiOn prkess'whiCh tracks SYnthronization'and! démodulateS. data'. ' 

Figurei shows'this . concept in an'elementary functional block (flagrant.-  

The segregation of the acquisition and tracking modes into distinct 

functional implémentations has a fundamental . advantage, During  acquisi-

tion,  degradation due to processing can be accepted.if.there is a net 

'overall reduction in the time to acquire synchronization. For example, 

a degradation of 3 dB due to integration losses in a digitally implemented 

; matched filter can e  in principle, be made up by increasing the length of 

the matched filter by a factor of two. Hence, except indirectly through 

complexity and side effects like reduced , doppler tolerance, the 3 dB. • 

degradation is not inherently a system performance loss. In contrast, 

in the tracking mode, any degradation is directly refleCted  as a reduction 

in data rate (or a reduction in tolerable jamming),.and it is therefore 

imperative to implement the correlation process with a small loss.. 
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The basic concept of the MF acquisition circuit is .shown in Figure 2. 

where the quantization is used when digital implementation is employed. 

• Two parameters are of significance: (1) the bandwidth B, •and (2) the time ' 

duration T of the matched filter. The product  Bi  is often termed the 

"processing gain " and is a meaningful system parameter interpreted as 

an ideal signal-to-noise ratio improvement factor, so that 

(S/N) output 
BT 

(S" )  input = E/NO e  

In the last equality, E is the received signal energy over the time dura- 

tion T and N

0 

 is defined as the average jamming power per unit bandwidth. 

11 	The processing gain ideally is proportional to the number of PN bits 
stored in the MF; hence, the processing gain is loosely interchangeable 

It 
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Figure 2. 	Concept of a Digital Matched Filter 

with the length of the MF expressed as number of PN bits. Thus, the first 

problem is to compute . the losses, i.e., degradation from the ideal  •of 

Equation ( 1 ) in a practical MF implémentation.. The second problem then 

is to  compute  acquisition performance as à function , of2E/N0  after thé 

losses have been accounted for. These  respective  prOblems are treated 	. 

by way of examples in the follôwing sections. 

A source of degradation in a digital MF is the requisite time sampling 

to obtain  the  discrete samples for storage. Now, a design parameter is 

'the number of samples per PN bit. The question arises whether randomized 

aperiodic sampling might be a design strategy which is superior to periodic 

the sense of allowing fewer samples to be taken. 

Considering jamming by wideband noise, one is led to a low pass filter 

on the product demodulation output which is matcheeto the PN bit. Tiy2 

filter output resOonse to a single bit is, then, the triangular correlation 

function shown in Figure 3: If m samples per bit are taken, the worst 
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cam,  with periodic sampling is as illustrated and produces a maximum 

output amplitude equal to (2m - 1)/2m of the peak. The worst case degra-

dation using jUst this maximum amplitude sample is given in Table 1. The 

îwst dramatie improvement is observed going from one and two samples per 

Table 1. 	Degradation for Worst Case Sampling 

Number of Samples/Bit 	Worst Case Degradation 

1, 	6.0 dB 

2 	 2.5d8  

. 3 	 1.6 dB . 

With periodic sampling at a multiple of the PN clock, the m samples 

per bit  should be segregated into separate digital MF summations, as 

sketched in Figure 4. The best sample in the worst case has the loss 

given in Table 1. 

Figure 4. 	Optimized Pe'riddic Sampling 
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No schemft of randpmi.—' (nr jittor , .:1 ,time sampling seems-  to surpass 

the above periodic samplin9 approach. 4s a simple illustration, suppose 

one semple is taken per bit-at a randomized time unifOrmly distributed 

over  the bit width. In the worst  case, the average amplitude is 0.5, equal 

to the 6 dB loss.noted for the periodic sampling case, and for other timing 

errors, periodic sampling is superior. 	. 

If the carrier  frequency on the received signal is offset by an error 

Aw, the performance of the MF isAegraded because of reduction in correla-

tion amplitude by the approximate factor 

Correlation amplitude 	Sin(Aw172).  
AwT/2, 

where T is. the-length of the integration. Equation ( 	prediCts a loss 

Of 0.9 dB if  Ace = r/2 and 4.0 dB  if AwT = ii.  Thus, the nominàlY allowed 

carrier frequency error in Hertz (stich as doppler) is ±1/4T. Equation 

( 2 ) preSuMès Au) is constant and has to be modified when doppler rate of 

change becomes large. 

If the frequency uncertainty exceeds the nominal maximum allowed 

error, multiple correlation integration must be employed. Then the 

replica must be matched to the doppler shifted signal. For eXample, 

the signal can be written ln the'general form . 	. 

s(t) = a(t) cos coot + b(t) sin wot 

With a phase. shift 0 and an offset Aw in the carrier frequency, the repre-

sentation becomes 

• a(t) cos ((wo  +Ado) t + 0) + b(t) sin ((wo  + Aw) t + 0) 

= (a(t) cos Awt + b(t) sin Awt) cos (w ot + 0) 

(- a(t) sin Awt + b(t) cos Awt) sin (wot + 0) 	.,(4) 

which displays the replica waveforms now needed. 

To analyze the detection performance of the maeched filter, consider 

the basic detection problem of discriminating between the presence and 

(2) 

(3 ) 



absence of a signal of known waveform and known epoch in the presence of 

Gaussian noise. Since, realistically, carrier phase is unknown, the 

receiver.operating characteristic (ROC).for this basic problem is shown* 

in Figure 5. The parameter R.is equal to 2E/N0 . 

-6 
For example, let us postulate P d  = 0.9 and P

fa 
 = 10 . Achieving 

P
d 
 - 0.9  requires an output signal-to-noise ratio . 
- 

2E/N0  = 16 dB 	S 	 .(5) 

which deffionstrates the difficulties of the simple concept of attemptind to 

• recognize a preamble on a single trial: 

An example of a more sophisticated verification strategy for Sync 

acquisttion may.be  propoSed in the case where the time uncertainty AT 

(corresponding to the distance uncertainty) is small compared with . the 

allowed acquisition time. The objective of the sophistication is to 

reduce the output signal-to-noise ratio required from the'matched filter 

while still maintaining the goal for acquisition reliability. The basic 

strategy is to insert 'a portion of the PN code as a replica and to hol d . 

the replica.for  AIT.  During this interval,-the times at which all thresh- 

old exceedances occurred are stored. During the next AT interval, all new' 

threshold exceedences are stored, and all previous onesere rejected unless 

verified by asecond occurrence. If verification occurs, sync acquisition 

is declared. 

. 	The advantage of this simple strategy can be seen by way of a numeri- 

cal illustration. Let P fa  be 10
-6 
 and Pd = 0.9. 

Then, for each trial, we 

can set P
fal 

= P
fa2 

= 10-3  and P
d1 

= P
d2 = 

0. 949 ' 
since.detection is 

deClared after two trials. From Figure 5, the required signal-to- noise  

ratio is 2E/N0  = 14 dB, compared with 16 dB required for acquisition on a 

single trial. It can be seen by direct computation that little, if any, 

improvement is achieved in this numerical case by setting the thresholds 

differently for verification. 

DiFranco  and Rubin, Radar Detection, Prentice-Hall, 1%8. 
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' 	A significant impact on performance  will  arise from the method of 

gain control. In an analog matched filter, gain is related to the thresh-

old settihg - which defines the false alarm and detection probabilities; 

hence, gain control is critical. In a digital matched filter, the prob-

lem« arises *primarily with respect.to quantization. In fact, With binary 

quantization, the false alarm and detection probabilities are determined 

from a binomial -  distribution and are independent of signal levels. How-

•ever, the detection probablity still is affected by the method -  of ampli-

tude quantization, optimization of which still requires measurement of 

interference power to define the randomized quantization process. 	. 	• 

A practical implementation requires that the threshold be controlled 

relative to the interference power level, and. Figurè 6 is an illustration 

of a self-referencing correlation detection technique for AGC. As illus-

trated in Figure .6, the responseS of twà parallel channels are compared. 

One channel is the usual signal channel in which the received- signal is 

correlated with a replica of itself stored as the impulse response of the 

matcheefilter. The other channel correlates the.received signal with - an 

orthogonal function of 'itself which is also stored as the impulse response 

of a matched filter.. The purpose of the reference channel. is to provide a 

reference threshold . level which depends mainly on the uncorrelated signàl . 

and interference level. This scheme provides a variable decision threshold 

level for a relatively wide dynamic range. The gain factor of k, shown In 

the reference channel, provides for a differential or bias between the 	' 

reference and signal channel outputs. The value Of k  cari  be varied to 

adjust false alarm and false dismissal pràbabilities. 

COMPARATOR 
SIGNAL  

p. 
INPUT 

BANDPASS 

FILTER 

SIGNAL CHANNEL - S 

MATCHED FILTER 

DETECTOR 

REFERENCE 
CHANNEL. - R 
MATCHED FILTER 
DETECTOR 

SYNCHRONI7_ATION 

DECISION 

Figure 6. 	Block Diagram of a Self-RefdYencing 
Correlation Detector 
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2. 	SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVE DEVICES 

Surface acoustic wave devices (SAWD) are ideally suited for analog • 

matched filtering of direct sequence PN. Chip rates from 50-500 MHz are 	. 

of small size and weight. Chip rates below 50 MHz can be handled with 

increasing size and weight for reasonable time-bandwidth products, but it 

is of debatable practicality to consider chip raies below 2 MHz. However, 

below 2 MHz, charge coupled devices make excellent match filters for PN. 

Surface acoustic wave devices provide wide dynamic range (in excess 

of 100 dB). The inherent performance of these mulii-tap delay lines , 

 depends on the accuracy of the tap placement. Tap placement . accuracy 

of ±.1 micron of required  position. (±14 °  phase error at 120 MHz) can be 

obtained. Larger phase errors cause partial cancellation between signals 

froedifferent taps *which resùlts in output signal-to-noise degradation. 

Temperature also presents-pyoblems in these lines and a temperature-

controlled enclosure  of th  crystal-oven type must be used. 	. 

.Single crystal SAWD with delays as mucb as 120 microseConds and as 

many as 1000 taps can be implemented.* Note that, for a 10 MHz chip rate, 

1000 tapS requires 100 microseconds. For delays up to 250 microseconds, 

the propagation Toss becomes significant. For example, at a , delay of 

250,microseconds and a center frequency.of 300 MHz,.there is a 3 dB : propa- 

gation loss and this Toss increases as the square of the carrier frequencY.: 

As 4n example of.sile,,a 50-tapdelay.line.has.:been fabricated on_quartz- 	. 

at a center frequency of 120 MHz and a 3 dB bandwidth of 5 MHz. 

delay line can . b. è packaged in about eight cubic inches. 

3. 	.. CHARGE COUPLED DEVICES 

The charge coupled device (CCD) was first announced in 1970.** The 

basic concept is to transfer charge in packets through the device like a 

.bucket brigade. This idea leads naturally to a shift register organization 

C.F. Vasile and R. LaRosa, "1000 Bit Surface Wave Matched Filter," 

Electron. Lett.,  Vol. 8, 1972, pp. 401-402. 
** 

W.S. Boyle and G.E. Smith, "Charge Coupled Semiconductor De‘iices," Bell 
System Technical Journal, BSTJ Briefs, April 1970, rib. 588-593. 	. 
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shown in Figuri ,  7: lwo phase clocks .can be used to transfer each • 

individual charge Packet from the input to the output circuit.. Each 	' 

packet cen be of arbitrary size (within,certain limits) and therefore 

such a shift register represents a true analog sampled data system. 

The taps in Figure 7 are set to match the PN sequence. Thus, the 

output signal is correlation function. 	
- 

In practical terms, the CCD is not simply an ideal analog delay. The 

transferral of charge from one storage site'to the next does not occur . 

with 100 percent efficiency. The small amount of charge lost froM a given 

packet at each transfer introduces an amplitude and phase effect that is 

dependent on the total nuMber of transferS in'the shift register and the 

charge transfer efficiency. These phase and amplitude effects limit the 

time delay at a given clock .frequency that can be achieved'.  Figure S . 

indicates the—typical range of clock frequencies and time delays that 

are achievable with present day devices. The maximum clock frequency is 

primarily a function of the device design; ,charge carrier transit  time 

from one storage device to another will severely limit transfer efficiency 

for clock frequencies.that do not allow sufficient time for the charge to 

11 

Figure 7. 	Charge Coupled Device TappedwDelay 
Line Matched Filter 
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move equal to the gate length. The maximum delay time limit is eaiply 

function of temperature.  The  remaining boundary is due to - thc . phase and 

amplitudre effects introduced bv charge transfer inefficiencY. 

The performance of the CCD is identical to the  active correlator 

extept for time sampling. Thus, if a single time sample is made per chi9, 

the worst case loss of 6 dB from the active correlator 'performance can . 

result. Using a pair of timn samples per chip, the worst case degradation 

is 2.5 dB, but two CCD's must be used in both the in-phase and quadrature 

channels to handle the twn time  •imples. 

4. 	DIGITAL MATCHED FILTER 

Development of large scale integration (LSI) in the microelectronics 

industry has made a high - speed, low -cost, low- power - consuming, digitàl 

matcheti filter possible. One such development contains 32 stages each . 

of the data register and the reference register (replica code shift regiS-

ter) with the exclusive-OR connecting each stage on a single chip. All 

32 exclusive-OR outputs are tied together, providing an analog signal to 

an external resistor which is proportional to the number of matches (or 

correlation) between the contents of the two registere. The correlator 

utilizes the CMOS/SOS technology and can handle chip rates in excess of 

50 MHz. A 1024 stage correlator (for 30 dB processing gain) would requiré 

32 each of the 32-bit LSI chips. Such correlator circuits are eminently 

suited for multi-chip hybrid packaging, with 16 chips in a single one inch 

by one inch flat pack. 

Hard limiting can be used to obtain two levels of quantization (±1). 

Implementation of a two - level corrplator requires the least circuitry but 

produces the largest degradation in signal-to-noise ratio. Compared with 

a linear (unquantized) correlation process, the S/N loss is only 2 dB if 

the acCompanying noise is Gaussian distributed with zero mean. While the 

SM loss due to Gaussian noise is relatively small, complete loss of cor-

relation can occur whenever the noise or a jamming signal dominates the 

quantization amplitude (i.e., a random binary waveform whose polarity 

exceeds that of the quantized signal). Complete loss can be prevented by 

adding a noise perturbation (dither) prior to the amplitude limiiing 
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process. Alternatively, one is forced to higher quantization levels and a 

consequent increase in DMF complexity. 

If the additive noise distribution is unknown, a minImax dither 	. 

strategy based on gaMe theory may be used to reduce'the signal-to-noise 

degradation of hard limiting.* For the minimax strategy, the shifting of 

the quantization level can be controlled by a probability density which is 

designed.to-minimize the probability of error for the worst -noise - . 

distribution case. Consequently, while minimizing the effects of a Worst-

case noise distribution, the degradation effects from the best-case noise 

distribeion.become more severe. For a two - level correlator, the mielimax 

loss of S/N ratio is 4.8 dB, regardless of the actual distribution of the 

. noise. This is an additional loss of 2.8 dB when compared to the optimized • 

performance* against Gaussian noise of the same power. 

In general, the dither signal must conform to the following conditions: - 

a) Be statistically independent of the signal to.which the 
dither is added. 

h) Have zero mean so as not to introduce a bias. 

c) Contain no spectral components lower in frequency than 
the most significant signal component. 

Periodic-dither frequencies must be incommensurable with 
the sampling frequency. 

e) The dither signal must be at least as great as the quan-
tization interval size, à q . 

5. 	'DOPPLER DEGRADATION 

For a MF, the immediate question is how best to implement the summa-

:tions in Equation ( 4 ) called for by the doppler shifted replica. In a 

tapped delay line MF, it is most convenient to restrict the replica to a 

linary code. However, even if a(t) and b(t) are binary, the doppler 

shifted replica waveforms are not. Two possibilities may be studied. In 

the first, the replica waveforms are hard limited to be 

C.R. Cahn, "Performance of Digital  Matched Filter Correlator with Unknown . 
Interference," IEEE Trans. on Comm.'Tech.,  Vol. COM-19, December 1971, . 
pp. 116371172. 
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a(t) sign (cos Awt) 

a(t) sign (sin Awt) 

b(t) sign (cos Awt) 

b(t) sign (sin Awt) 

The hard limiting can be performed as the replica is generated. The loss 

of this convenient approximation must be evaluated accurately. A simple 

estimate is that the correlation is proportional to the amplitude of the 

fundamental harmonic in a square wave, corresponding to a power loss of 

8/11
2 , or 1.0 dB. 

.1 

The second possibility is.to  break the summation over the length of 

the DMF into subparts, in each of which sin Amt or cos Awt can be assumed 

constant as a good approximation. The summation result for each subpart 

at time t = t
0 
 is then weighted by the assumed constant values cos Awt 
 0 

and sin  1wt0*  Figure 9 shows the conceptual implementation of this•

approach for a typical weighting. 

A different approach to accommodating doppler offset with summation 

over subparts is to combine noncoherently by performing an envelope 

RECEIVED 

SIGNAI  
SHIFT REGISTER 

MIMMNG 

NT1WEIR 

SIN AO SIN 2AcuT SIN 3AtoT 

SUM.  
TYPICAL 

DOPPLER 

OUTPUT 

(Lw) 

Figure 9. 	Doppler meiqhted Summation of 

Partial Integration 
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detection prior to coPinihr] the surlu'rs, .as shown in Figure 10. The 

doppler tolerance•is increased.in direct proportion to the number of sub-

parts; however, there is a detection Joss resulting therefrom. Figure 11 . 

shows an estimate of this detection loss-as a function of the number of 

subparts integrated. 

An incidental advantage of the noncoherent summation over subparts is 

that PSK data modulation is directly tolerated with little degradation. 

Suppose that a single data bit transition on the signal occurs near the • 

center of the integration. 	The resulting correlation is close to zero. 

HoWever, with noncoherent summation over subparts, only one of the süb:- 

parts is lost. Thé phase reversal is not seen except within a single • 

subpart. 

6. , 	CONCLUSIONS • 

Discussions of the degradation in practical tapped,line matched filters 

have been gi -ven. It was shown that the'SAWD has only a degradation due to 

doppler offset but SAWD's for large 'antijam processing gain are impractical 

since'only a maximum of 1000 taps can be implemented,. Even for this num-

ber of taps, - the SAWD could not be programmable which im011es a short PN 

code for a synchronization preamble. Short PN codés •are  susceptible'to 

jamming by other short PN codes due . to poor Cross-correlation properties. 

Therefore long  PU codes woùld need to Wused whiçh would require a 'pro- . 

•grammable tapped delay line. With  programmable  taps.SAWD's are limited 

to .50 taps which severely limits the antijam processing gain. 	' 

To obtain longer delays, Charge coupled devices and digital matched 

filters were discussed. The CCD tapped delay line has•a•degradation due-

to doppler offset and in addition, a degradation due to time sampling of 

from 2.5 to.6-dB.. Digital matched filters have•those degradations-as well 

as a4.8  dB deoradation due to amplitude quantizatien. 	 • 
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PERFORMANCE OF DIRECT SEQUENCE 

PSEUDONOISE/PHASE-SHIFT-KEYING (PN/PSK) MODULATION 

WITH PULSE JAMMING 

The worst case jammer against PN/PSK spread spectrum modulation is 

a tone at the carrier frequency that is pulsed with duty cycle a. 

It is assumed that the jammer chooses the duty cycle to maximize 

the probability of error for the communication system. It is also 

assumed that a jammer with average power J can pulse with duty 

cycle a and achieve a peak power of J/a. 

The PSK bit error probability P b  with no pseudonoise spreading is 

given by
1 . 

P b = Q(Ni2E b/N0 ) (1) 

where 

Q(x) = f 	exp (-y
2
/2) dy  (2) 

Nj2IT 

A jaMmer tone centered at the carrier frequency will be multiplied 

by the PN code in the receiver producing a spectrum of the form 

. 2 _ J sin W/W) s  
J‘ 	aW (nf/W) 2 

where W is the PN chip rate. If the bit rateeis small compared to 

the PN chip rate, then the jammer appears to the PSK demodulator as 

approximately white Gaussian noise with spectral density J/(aW). 

Therefore, when the receiver is jammed, the effective E b/No  is 

S/Rb  
• 	

(E b/NO ) eff = N 	J/(aW) 	(4) 

where N o  is the single-sided noise spectral density and Rb  is the 

bit rate. Note that if J/(aW) is much largèr than No , then 

(Eb/No ) eff  = a(Mb  

(3). 

1. 	1. A.J. Viterbi, Principles of Coherent Communications, McGraw-Hill 
New York, 1966. 



where the ratio (W/R ) is called the Processing gain of the sprea 

sPectrum receiver and G is called the performance measure. 

The probability of bit error for the pulsed jammed PN/PSK system 

is 

P b  = aQ( .J2(E b/No ) eff ) 	(1-Œ)Q( N/2Eb/No ) 

where the first term corresponds to the period when the receiver is 

jammed and the second term corresponds to the unjammed period. It 

has been assumed that the duration of the jamming pulse is an integer 

number of information bits. If the jammer pulse duration is less 

than a single bit, the expression becomes somewhat more complicated, 

and the jammer is less effective. If J/(aW) is much larger than N o , 

then equation becomes 

P b = Q(N/2aG) 

(6)  

(7)  
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1  i2 (-1) i  ( 	

(
M) exp 	(1 7 1) 	s ) . 	(2) N o=  

P E (M ' E s /N 0 ) 

PERFORMANCE OF FH-PN/MCSK MUUATION 
WITH PARTIAL BAND JAMMIW) 

The worst case jammer against FH-PN/MCSK spread spectrum modulation 

is multiple tones centered at the hop frequencies and with spacing equal 

to the PN code rate. The reason this type of jamming is so deleterious 

is that a CW tone at the hop frequency Causes the PN code to spread the 

jammer energy over the smallest bandwidth of any narrowband interference. 

However, assuming a large ratio between the MCSK symbol rate and the PN 

code rate, the Central Limit Theorem can be applied which effectively•

shows that the noise of the baseband demodulator is wideband Gaussian. 
Consider the MCSK symbol probability of error with no frequency 

hopping and a CW tone of power J at the center  of, the  PN spectrum. 

Assumlng that.the MCSK symbol rate is small compared to the PN code 

rate, let the symbol energy to jamming energy at the output of the 

PN correlator • be denoted by 

E s 	STs 	S \ B \ 
N0 	JT 	J ) R

s p 

where S is the signal power, J is the jammer power, T s is the symbol 

duration equal to the inverse of the symbol rate R s , and T is the PN 

chip duration equal to the inverse of the PN code rate B. Then the ' 

probability of symbol errorA is given by 

(1) 

The probability of bit errorrfor orthogonal signaling lq 

P (M,E /N ) - 	
M  • B 	s 0 	2(M-l) PE (M,E/N 0 ) 

2(M-1) i2 

/ 	E 
1 	 î (-1) i  ( M ) exp  (il) s) . 	(3) i 

• = 	N0 

For partial band jamming with FH-PN, the available jamming power 

J is divided among q tones of the n possible hop frqquencies. The 

total possible hop frequencies is 



(5) 

:(6) 

(7) 

2 

(4) n = --B.- , 

where W is the total hopping bandwidth and B is the PN code rate. 

Let la be the fraction of the total hopping bandwidth jammed, that is, 

= 	= 	 

Note that since the jamming power J is divided into q tones 

B 
n (k) = ( S k) 

= 

Substituting for q from (5), 

= a(-T-31 (s ) T  0 

= “ (14;)( ,..) 

The symbol energy can be written in terms of the bit energy for uncoded 

or error correction coded channels as 

E
s

E
ID) = 	11 \ 

• 	' 	\R 	J ) N 9  0 	N 0 • 

where t is log 2  M, the channel data rate is Rc , and the code rate'is R. 

The performance measure used to compare different spread spectrum 

modulation techniques is 'given by 

G - 	)(7S) )(iiF) 

The probability of MCSK symbol error with partial band jamming is 

P E (M,ZGR,a) = a P E  (M,astGR) . 	 (10) 

The probability of bit error is then 

(8) 

(9) 

P (M tGR a) B 	9 	9 	 î  2(M-1) 	(-1) i  M eXp (*1-4-11 aeR). 	(11) i=2 



=  0.  (1 2) 

The worst case jammer- cari  be founn 	maximizirn Pn  with respect.to a.• 

Differentiating (11) with  respect tu  u results 

• DR
b 1  

. act 	= 2
(

,4-1) 	(-1) i  ( M ) exp ( 	 cd,GR) • 
1=2 

2(M-1) i 	
- 	az  

	 Y (-1) 1  ( in( (i i i) ) GR exp (
01)  

- 	.2  

Equation (12) can be rewritten as 

y 	(- 1 ) '  ('1) eY/i  

	

y-1 	=  i=2 	1 

	

y 	M 
Y 	(-1) i  

i=2 

where y = ntGR. The value of y that maximizes the bit error probability 

is denoted by y
0 
 and has been evaluated for several values of M. The 

results are 

(13) 

M=2 

 M= 4 

M= 8 

M=16 

M=32  . 

yo  = 2.0 

34 = 2 Yo 	• 

yo  = 2.79 

49 = 3 yo 	. 

yo  = 3.99 

(1,4) 

Tf n is chosen so that ra.GR equals yn 
then 

m E s YO 	1) 

	

(-1) i  (M) exp ( (i 7 	y ) 
/a8('N ' a 0) = 2(M-1)2,GR . 	i 	0 

0 	i=c 

k 
GR ' 	

(15) 

where k is equal to a constant calculated from the known values of Yo . 

Evaluation of k for various values of M results in 

M = 2. 

M. 4 

M= 8 

M=16 

M= 32 

k = 0.3679 

k = 0.2329 

k = 0.1954 	(16) 

k = 0.1803 

k = 0.1746 



I .  

Note that a is constrained to be less than 1 and so a cannot be chosen 

so that astGR equal y
0 
 for all values of G. When a must be chosen equal 

to 1, then the probability of bit error is given by (11) with a=.  1. 

A further restriction on a being chosen optimally is that q and n are 

integers and only discrete values of a can be obtained. This restric-

tion has little effect as long as q and n are large numbers; but, for 

q small or n and q small, a must be chosen as the closest possible 

value to the optimum a and then (11) must be used to calculate the bit 

error probability. 

To reduce these excessive degradations to more reasonable levels 

requires either fast frequency hopping or coding, or a combination of 

the two. With a single receiver, transmission of one bit can be broken 

up into N independent transmissions, each of duration'l/Nth of the bit 
time: Each such transmission is commonly referred to  as .a  chip. Fast 

frequency hopping involves transmitting each chip on a different pre-

established center frequency, with the N center frequencies widely 

spaced to cover the available bandwidth. For a channel perturbed by 

partial band interference, fast frequency hopping provides for inde-

pendent interference statistics for successive chips. 

The demodUlator for fast frequency hopping combines the outputs 

Of the M envelope detectors for the N chips. That is, the squared 

match filter envelope detector outputs for each chip are summed to 

form the decision statistic. Thus, the statistics based on N hops per 

M-ary sjubol will be 

N 	2 	2 z = 	(x k 	yk ) , 
k=1 

where x k  is the in-phase correlator and yk  is the quadrature correlator 

output for the kth  chipe The error probability is then 

PE = Pr (z < z'), 	 (19) 

where z corresponds to the output statistic for the correct signal 

detector which responds to signal plus noise, and z' to the incorrect 

signal detector output which responds only to noise. This, of course, 

assumes as before that the two signals are orthogonal—the optimum 

case. While the exact expression for this error probability is known, 

(18) 
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it involves the integral of specidl functions and consequently is - too. 

cumbersome to yield any insight., On the other hand, an 'upper Cherhoff 

bound  On  P is easily obtained. This.bound, which is asymptotically 

exact in exponent when the Chernoff bound parameter X is optimized, 

has been shown to be**  

•  N exp 	tGR 2--  
m  

P (a) < 	1T 	  B - 	4 	
, for 0 < X <1', 	.(20) 

k=1 	1 - A 2 	

au 

 

where a --. (a l ,a 2 ,...,a N ) are the chip amplitudes'and A is the arbitrary 

Chernoff parameter. 

For partial band noise jamming, a particular chip is perturbed 

•by noise density J/aW with probability  a and not perturbed with prcba-

bility 1- a. Thus,  a 	equals a with probability a and infinity with 

probaliliy 1- a. Thus, from (20), 

	

M N 	exp 	(y. 

14-A N 	a 	—FL 
A   9GR 	.GR  

- 
m 	exp 

	

 
k-1 	1 - x

2 	
1 - A 2  

• --N 

for 0 < X < 1 and 0 < a < 1 . 	(21) 

The worst case partial band jamming is 

Max 	PB (a) < —4 	Max 	Min 0<ci<l 	0<a<1 0<x< 1 

A £GR 
a expE-1.-TT 	ai 

1 -x 2 (2 2) 

- 
Max 	P (ri.) < m r N1 

0- a 	1 	
13 	4 I ev.GRI 	 (23) 

where the worst choice of rt is ri - Ai, and X = 1/2 gi 'ves the tightest 

Chernoff bound. The optimum choiCe'of'n Wedh mikimiZ'e's 'ihe ' bit error • 

probability is 

_ 	9, RG - 	• 

C. W. Helstrom, Statistical Theory of Signal Detection,  2nd Ed., 
Pergamon Press, London, 1968. 

** 
I. M. Jacobs, "Probability-of-Error Bounds for Binary Trànsmission 

on the Slowly Fading Rician Channel," IEEE Transactioils on Information  
Theory,  Vol. IT-12, October 1966, pp. 431-441. 

(24) 



PB (a) = 4 
exp 	

cd! 

—1-1N 
(26) 

Using the optimum choice of N with all'values.of G, 

9.G[ 
Min Pn  - 	exp [ 	2]. 
N 	" 

Thus, by fast frequency hopping at N hops per M-ary MFSK symbol, the 

probability of bit error decreases exponentially with G instead of 

linearly as with normal frequency hopping. However, the values N must 

be integers and there is a linear variation with  •G for a fixed N. 	, 

Again note there are restrictions on a to be less than 1 and a may not, 

be exactly equal to the optimum, due to the possible values of q and n. 

When a is not equal to the optimum, then the probability of bit error 

is given by 

(25) 

1,n• 

The FH-PN/MCSK antijam performance for various values of N and M 

are presented in Table 1 for bit error probability of 10-3 .' The rate 

1/2 coding is a convolutional code with constraint length 10 and the 

decoding is binary feedback. The optimum partial jam band a in Table 1 

is given in percent where there has been no restriction Placed on a to 

take on any discrete ratio of q to n . Therefore, the'results in 	' 

Table 1 provide a first cut at the worst case jammer for any FH-PN/MCSK 

system. The next. step is to choose an allowed value of a and use 

equations (11) or (26). The results in Table 1. show that increasing 

the number of hops per symbol and employing rate 1/2 coding increases 

the optimum jam band,  •while  increasing the bits per symbol 'decreases 

the optimum  jam band. Note, however, that with M=16, N= 8 and rate 1/2 

coding, the jammer is forced to jam the total band. 
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•1111c.,  1. 	/0 . : ' -rn  Performance for  Multiple Code Shift Keying 

, 	 Performance 

	

, 	
Percent Partial 	Measure 	G° 

Hops/Symbol 	Bits/Symbol 	Code Rate 	Jam Band 	(dB) 

• 1,1/2, 1/3,1/4, 	1 	 0.50 	2.7 

1/6, 	1/12, 	1/24 	
2 	

1/2 	13.4 	12.4 

	

1 	0.48 	22.9 
3 

	

1/2 	12.7 	11.7 	. 

	

1 	0.48 	22.6 
4 

	

1/2 	12.9 	11.3 

. 	2 	 1 	6.40 	16.7 
2 

	

1/2 	33.0 	12.6 

	

1 	 4.60 	16.4 
3 

	

1/2 	.23.6 	12.3 

	

1 	3.24 	16.7 
4 

	

1/2 	16.6 	12.6 

	

1 	36.2 	12.2 .  
2 

	

1/2 	83.2 	11.6 

	

1 	30.4 	11.2 
3 

	

1/2 	69.6 	10.6 

	

1 	25.6 	10.7 
4 

• 1/2 	58.4 	10.1 

8 	 1 	72.4 	9.2 
• 4 

	

1/2 	100.0 	10.4 
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